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Abstract 

The object of this thesis project is to build a realistic model of a PSA cycle, in which 

velocity of flow varies due to significant adsorption; also heat effect needs to be considered due 

to adiabatic thermal condition. Such a reaüstic model is desired for design of a PSA unit and a 

PSA cycle. However, the mathematical mode1 used to describe such a realistic model would be 

very cornplex, and numericd simulation needs to be handled carefuily, since it wiLl result in a 

self-sharpening concentration breakthrough c w e .  Such a mathematical mode1 would require the 

numencai rnethod to have high standard of performance on numerical diffusion (kee f h m  

numerical diffusion) in order to accurately predict the productivity or purity of product. In ttUs 

thesis, we examine two numerical rnethods --- the numericai method of iines (finite difference 

formulation for space dserence) and the orthogonal collocation method --- by studying various 

mathematicai problems and adsorption systems. We have shown that these two numerical 

rnethods with higher order formulations embedded provide the solution to numerical diffusion; 

and the orthogonal coilocation merhods is superior to the numerical method of ihes in 

computation tirne. in the last two chapters, we take a step by step procedure to solve our realistic 

model by double coilocation method, which is the extension of the orthogonal collocation 

rnethod. The results have shown that the theoreticai breakthrough cuve of concentration is self- 

sharpening, and the temperature of the adsorption colurnn as weli as the velocity of flow are 

affected by the significant adsorption. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
Explain what PSA is, and why we want to mode1 it. 

Explain what a breakthrough curve is, why it is self-sharpening, and why this 
means that we neai a mode1 fkee fTom numerical diffusion. 

1 - 1 Pressure Swing Adsorption Process 
Pressure swing adsorption (PSA) is a widely used process for separation of gases. The major 

applications of PSA include the recovery and purification of hydrogen, the separation of oxygen 
from aû, the separation of normal and isopadfm, and a variety of drymg operations. The major 
commercial PSA separation processes have been reviewed by Cassidy and Holmes, (1984). 

1 - 1.1 Adsorption Separation Process 
The essential requirement of all adsorption separation processes is an adsorbent which 

preferentially adsorbs one component (or one farnily of related components) from a mixed feed. 
The selectivity of the adsorbent may depend on a difference in adsorption equilibnum or on a 
difference in sorption rates (kinetic selectivity). (Ruthven 1994) 

AU adsorption separation processes involve two principal steps: adsorption, during which the 

preferentially adsorbed species are picked up f iom the feed; regenerafion or desorption, d h g  

which the adsorbed species are removed fiom the adsorbent, thus "regenerating" the adsorbent 
for use in the next cycle. 

The adsorption can be affected by changing either the pressure or the temperature, Le., the 

degree of adsorption increases with pressure and decreases with temperature. 

1 - 1.2 Pressure Swing Adsorption Process 
Pressure swing adsorption processes are cyclic processes for separation of gaseous mixtures 

in which the adsorbent is regenerated by reducing the partial pressure of the adsorbed 
component. This partial pressure reduction can be accomplished rather rapidly by l o w e ~ g  the 

total pressure or using a purge gas. (Farooq 1990) 

In the foiiowing diagram, we illustrate the two principal steps of a PSA cycle. 



Adsorption Desorp tion - 
feed, A+B 

Raffinate, B (+P) CAOR<< 
- 

Purge, P (inert) 

~es8rbate A+P (extract) - 
Figure 1 - 12.1 The Concept of a PSA process 

The adsorption colurnn (bed) is packed with adsorbent. During the adsorption (feed) step, thc 

feed gas is entering the bed from inlet, and as the bed is pressurîzed with feed gas, the produc. 

gas A is coilected fiom the outlet. During the desorption step, the bed blows down to lowei 

pressure, with or without purge gas. The feed step is normally terminated before the mort 

strongly adsorbeci component breaks through the bed, while the regeneration step is generallj 

tenninated before the bed is fuily desorbed. At cyclic steady state the profile therefore osciilates 

about a mean position in the bed. 

Thus the pressure of adsorbent bed is changed during each separation cycle. The advantage 

of changing the pressure instead of temperature is that pressure can be changed much more 

rapidly than the temperature, thus making it possible to operate a PSA process on a much faster 

cycle, thereby increasing the throughput per unit of adsorbent bed volume. 

The earliest development of PSA technology can be traced back to Finlayson, Sharp, Hasche, 

Dargan and Perley in their pioneering patents, However, Skarstrom (1960, 1972) first introduced 

the low-pressure purge step to clean the adsorbent bed following the blowdown step in his patent. 

Many modified versions of Skarstrom PSA cycles have been developed for particular uses since 
then. 

1 - 2 Modelling of PSA Cycles 
Efficient performance of a PSA unit depends on achieving the correct combination of process 

variables such as bed length, flow rate, cycle tirne, pressure ratio, and purge to feed ratio. The 

interaction of these process variables and h e t i c  / equilibrium parameters is so complicated that 

it is dif6cult to arrive at an optimal design simply by intuition and empiricism; a reliable 

mathematical simulation of the system is therefore required. Partid difîerential equations are 

used to describe the dynarnic behavior of the PSA system at each step of a PSA cycle. Basic 

modelling approaches include equilibrium modeIs, dynarnic LDF models and pore diffusion 

models. Most research on PSA modeIling and analysis has b e n  done based on the assumption of 



isotherrnal behavior. 

The objective of my thesis project is to build reaiistic computer models of PSA processes, to 

support the design and optimization of PSA equipment by our indusmal partner. Currently, our 
industriai partner has developed various PSA cycles and laboratory scale apparatus. However, 

when these benchtop prototype apparatus are scaled up to industrial-scale apparatus, the thermal 

boundary conditions change fiom near-isothermal to near-adiabatic. Because of the temperature 

sensitivity of the adsorption process, this can lead to performance weU below the potential 

optimum. Therefore a reliable computer model is desired to realistically represent the aitical 
characteristics of the PSA process, including heat transfer, varying pressure, and varying 

superficial velocity. 

1 - 3 Adsorption Column Dynamics and Breakthrough Curve 
For modelling a PSA process, we need to understand the dynamic behavior of a packed 

adsorbent bed, which depends on the interplay between adsorption kinetics, adsorption 

equilibrium, and fluid dynamics. The overaU pattern of the dynamic behavior is generaily 

detennined by the form of the equilibrium relationship, and may be strongly modified by khetic 
effects (finite resistance to mass aansfer). It is useful to consider the analysis of the dynamics of 

an ideal system with inkitely rapid mass transfer (equilibrium theory). This dynamic behavior 

can be represented by the breakthrough curve. The emphasis is on the introduction of a 

breakthrough curve. A reference on how, in a real system, the ideal patterns of behavior are 

modified by the intrusion of finite resistance to mass transfer can be found in Ruthven (1994). 

1 - 3.1 Equilibrium Theory 
The formal analysis of adsorption column dynarnics starts fkorn the basic differential 

equation denved from a transient mass balance on an element of the column. If the flow pattern is 
represented by the axially dispersed plug fiow model, this assumes the form: 

If axial dispersion and pressure drop through the column c m  be neglected and if the 

concentration of the adsorbable species is small, this expression reduces to: 

In the absence of mass @ansfer resistance local equilibrium prevails at a i l  points (Le., 4 = q' and 

if the system is isothemai, q = f (c) , where /(CI represents the equilibrium isotherm. Under 
these conditions (Eq 1 - 3.1.2) becomes: 



This equation has the form of a traveling wave equation with the wave velocity given by: 

If the equilibrium relationship is h e a r  = Kc, 

and it is evident that the wave velocity is independent of concentration. 

For an unfavorable quilibrium relationship dqe/dc  k e a s e s  with concentration so w 

decreases with concentration, leading to a profile that spreads as it propagates. Since the profile 

spreads in a direction proportion to the distance mveled, this referred to as "propomonate 

pattern" behavior. 

The case of a favorable equilibrium isotherm is slightly more complex. dqe/dc decreases 
with concentration, so according to (Eq 1 - 3.1.4), w will increase with concentration. This leads 
to what is cornmonly referred to as "self-sharpening" behavior. An initially dispersed profile wili 

become less and less dispersed as it propagates, eventualiy approaching a shock transition. 

Shock (b) 

C) 

Figure 1 - 3.1.1 Development of the concentration profile in an adsorption d u m n .  (a) For an 
"unfavorable" equilibrium relationsbip the profile spreads at t propagates, approaching 

pmportionate pattern behavior. (b) For a c<Cavorable" equüibrium relstionship an initially dispersed 
profile is sharpened as it propagates, approaching a shock wave. 

1 - 3.2 Bulk Separations 
Another situation in which a shock solution is obtained arises in bulk separations, where the 



change in flow rate due to adsorption is relatively large. 

For a bulk separation we have, 

where, for an iso banc and isothemal system with an adsorbable component in an inert carrier: 

Expressed in terms of y, the mole fraction of the adsorbable (or more adsorbable) component, (Eq 
1 - 3.2.1) becomes: 

which evidently represents a traveling wave with the wave velocity given by: 

For the linear equilibnum system: 

ClearIy w increases with increasing y, just as in the case of a trace system with favorable 
equilibrium, so that, according to equilibrium theory, there will be a shock transition. 

From the above analyses, we can see that in both cases, the self-sharpening breakthrough 
curves are produced. For the PSA systems we are rnodelling, the situation is more complicated; 
however, fundarnentally, due to adsorption in bulk separation, the change of flow rate is 

relatively large. Also, the systems have favorable isotherms; as a result, the concentration profile 
is the f o m  of a seif-sharpening breakthrough curve. 

1 - 4 Numerical Diffusion and Breakthrough Curve 
The breakthrough c w e  of our current PSA mode1 is self-sharpening; as a result, the 

numencal method for modelling PSA processes is required to have quality performance on 
numerical diffusion. 

1 - 4.1 Numerical Diffusion 
Simulation of the behavior of an adsorption column bed produces a certain amount of axial 

diffusion, but this diffusion is entirely an artifact of the m o d e h g  process, and it is shown that its 
extent depends on the relative values of the Ruid velocity, the size of the crank angle increment, 
and the length of a conml volume. (Jones 1995) 



Consider a square wave moving along the bed without W s i o n :  

-L Figure - 1 - 4.1.1 Square wave flow 1 
if there is axial diffusion, the square wave will broaden out as it moves along the bed. 

1- 1 
Figure 1 - 4.13 square wave 0ow plus axial dispersion 

if this amount of axial diffusion is produced by the numerical method we use, it is cailed 

numericd diffusion, or faise diffusion, distinct £rom the physicai diffusion. A further study on 

numencal diffusion will be presented in chapter 2. 

1 - 4.2 Method Free from Numerical Diffusion 
Axial diffusion has an important effect on bed performance. Gas separation is most effective 

when the conceniration profile in the bed is a square wave. Since it is shown that the 

concentration profile is self-sharpening and moves dong the bed, an alrnost pure product flows 

out from the down Stream end. Then, just as the shock wave is about to reach the downstream 

end, we reverse the flow. if there is axial dispersion, however, when the self-sharpening wave 

transfer to shock wave, it broadens out as it moves dong the bed. So as the tail of the wave 

reaches the downstrearn end, we either stop coilecting the product imrnediately, in which case we 

can't obtain a high percentage of the product, or we go on collecting the product for a little while, 

in which case we get some of the other species mixed in reducing purity. if our model includes an 
unreaiisticaIiy high degree of axiai dispersion, we will find that it dways predicts low purity or 

low recovery. Tt is therefore important that our model is free frorn numerical diffusion. 

Therefore, another object of this thesis project is to study the fundarnentals of various 

different numencal methods and their performance on numerical diffusion; in return, we wiU 

have the basis to choose arnong the numericd methods to improve our modeilhg of PSA 
processes. 



Chapter 2 A Survey on Numerical Diffusion 
During the modelIing of a PSA process, partial differential equations are used to describe the 

system. Numericd methods are used to approximate solutions of the partial differential 
equations. When solving a PDE numerically, for example, by the finite Merence method, the 

numerical dinusion causes a great ded of concem. It is desired to reduce or even eliminate this 

non-physical faIse diffusion in the modelling. In this chapter, through studying selected papers on 

numencal diffusion, past research and achievernents in this area will be presented, and the most 

fundamental questions arising will be answered. 

What is numencal diffusion? 

How is numencal diffusion generated? 

How to reduce or eliminate numerical diffusion? 

2 - 1 Introduction 
Ln this section, the prelirninary knowledge of partial differentiai equations and numerical 

methods such as the finite Merence method and control volume method wilI be introduced. 

2 - 1.1 Partial Differential Equation- A Mode1 Problem 
Consider a simple transient convective-diffusion equation in one dimension (initial-boundary 

value problern): 

* a2+ -+u- -D-=O,OCX< l,t>O 
at ax axz 

(Eq 2 - 1.1.1) 
subject to the initial condition: 

$(&O) = 0,OSxS 1 (Eq 2 - 1.1.2) 

and boundary conditions: 

g(0 , t )  = O  and @(i,t) = 1 . ~ 0  ( ~ q  2 -  1.1.3) 

The physical interpretation of this set of equations is: a fiuid moving dong a thin tube of 
length 1 at velocity u. $ represents the temperature, or the concentration of a trace component. 
The temperature is forced to be O at inlet and 1 at outlet. Initially the fluid is at a temperature 0. 
The constant D is calleci the thermal diffusivity of the fluid. The solution of $(x,tJ will be the 
temperature at each position x in the tube at time t. 

2 - 1.2 Finite Difference Method 
Taylor's theorem: 

An elementary approach to the finite ciifference method is provided by Taylor's theorem, 
which we state as follows: 

Let $ be a class of functions that are n+l times continuously differentiable on the interval 

7 



[a,b]. Then there exists a number 5. a < 5 < b , such that: 

" @'"a) 
( b  -a) '+  RN, where RN = 

$ ( n + l )  ( 6 )  ( b  - a) 
+(@ = Ç- i! 

(n+ l ) !  

4 Finite difference approximation to d; (a), 

t. Forward difference (first-order accuracy) : (4 (a  + h) - + (a )  ) / h  

2. Backward difference (first-order accuracy): (q (u) - 9 (a - h) ) /h 

3. Centered difference (second-order accuracy): (@ (a + h) - Q (a - h) ) / (2h)  

Finite difference approximation to 6 (a), 
d 2  

4. Second centered difference (second order accuracy): (@ (a + h )  - 29 (a) + (a -h)  ) /h2. 

2 - 1.2.1 Spatial Discretization: 
Assume for the moment that 9 does not depend on t h e .  The result is the steady-state 

boundary value problemL 

The analytical solution to this boundary value problem is 

where R = (UL) / D  is cailed the Peclet number, it cm be seen that R is the ratio of the 

strengths of convection and diffusion. 

I f  centered difference approximation is used for the first and second derivatives in (Eq 2 - 
1.2.2), we obtain: 

1-2 The closed form solution to (Eq 2 - 1.2.4) is 3 = - (2 + R h )  
O l j S N ,  where Z = 

(2 - R h )  
. This 

solution suffers non-physical oscillation if AX> 2 / R .  
1 -ZN 

To avoid this non-physicd oscillation, use upwind differencing for the first derivative, and 

retain centered difference for the second derivative; we obtain 

(Eq 2 - f .25) 

That is, the gradient of @ is approximated by "its gradient between j and the mesh-point 

a@ a3 1. Here we use subscript notation for partial dinerentiation, ex = a;, and t # ~ ~ ~  = -. We MLI use this 
notation whenever it is convenient. a? 

8 



upwind of j". 
1 - # The solution subject to (Eq 2 - 1.2.5) is $j = - O S j l N ,  where, y = i + ~ & ,  which i3 

oscillation free. 
1-F 

2 - 1.2.2 Temporal Discretization: 
Returning to the rime-dependent problem (Eq 2 - 1.1.1) --- (Eq 2 - 1.1.3), assume u>(l 

constant. 

The explicit (forward tirne difference) discretization is: 

The stability condition for such discretization is: ~t s 
2 0  + u d r  

The implicii (backward time difference) discretization, which is unconditional stable, is: 

2 - 1.3 Control Volume Approach 
The basic idea of the control volume approach (Paeankar, 1980) is: the calculation domain is 

divided into-a number of non-overlapping control volumes such that there is one control volume 

surrounding each grid point, see Figure 2 - 1.3.1. The differential equation is integrated over each 

control volume. The result equation is the discretization equation containhg the values of $ for a 

group of grid points. 

Figure 2 - 13.1 Crid-point cluster for the one-dimensional pmblem 

Consider one-dimensional convective-diffusion governed by (Eq 2 - 1.1. l), 

Prepmation: In Figure 2 - 1.3.1, the dashed lines show the face of the control volume. 

Lntegrating (Eq 2 - 1.3.1) over the control volume and over the tirne interval fiorn t to t+At, we 

get 

It can be shown that difference schemes can be applied to the control volume rnethod. 



For the explicit scheme, 

For the fdly implicit scheme, 

Projre assumption: (1) stepwise profile, (2)piecewise-hear profile. 
1 For the convection term, if a piecewise-linear profile is used, t = ($E+~,) and 

1 1 mW = ( Q ~  + @W) . Then +: - 9; = (Q; - q$,) , which is a centered difference scheme. 

Assuming u>O, if a stepwise profile is used, $e = $, and $w = 6,. Thus, 9: -$Y = (0; -0;) , 
which is an upwind scheme. 

Using a piecewise-linear profile assumption for the derivative term, set (6x1 = (8x1 = ax. 
as oh-@: a@ - O;-@$ Since = - @ a@ - @;-2@p+@b 

(We , (a;) - - 9 then (a;) - (=& - 
( 6x1 , b x '  

which is second centered difference scheme. 

The discretkation equation: 

For better understanding, set ( 6 ~ )  = 

the above equation can be rewritten as: 
( 6 ~ ) ~  = ax, substitute j for P. j-l for W. j+l for E, then 

which is exact sarne as (Eq 2 - 1.2.6) 

Again, it can be rewritten as: 

which is exact the same as (Eq 2 - 1.2.7). 

It has k e n  shown that the finite dif5erence method and control volume have sirnilar features, 

and both methods suffer from numerical diffusion. 

2 - 1.4 Numerical Diffusion: 
The actud effect of numerical diffusion on the solution of a PDE can be best ilIustrated by 



setting physical ciifhision D to zero in (Eq 2 - 1.1.1): 

Or + u$x = O 

subject to initial and boundary conditions: 

9 (0.1) = f (0 9 4 (x. 0) = g (x) (Eq 2 - 1-42) 

The analytical solution to (Eq 2 - 1.4.1) for the special case g(x) = O and f(t) = O for t < O is 

@ ( & O  = f ( f - x h )  2 - 1.43) 

Further, if we consider the additional special case f(t) = 1, t > O, so that at x = 0, the entering 

temperature undergoes a unit step change at t = O 

then (Eq 2 - 1 -4.3) 

Qi(x, t )  = U ( I - x / u )  (Eq 2 - 1.45) 

But in reality, if u = 1, at x = 05,  the numencal solution may look like: 

Figure 2 - 1.4.1 Illustration of numerical difFusion. 

20 plot x 4 . O  bounduy: unlt dep mrmod: D-12 muh: 30 

Cornparhg the analytical solution (solid line) with the numerical solution (dash he) ,  since 

1 

0.0 

0 . 8 - .  
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there is no physical d f i s i o n  in this model, the smoothing of the step function is purely a resuit 

of the numencai approximation, which is caUed numerical diffusion, or artificiai viscosiw Since 
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2 - 2 Numerical Analysis of the Existing Finite Difference Schemes: 
Preliminary numerical analyses of existing finite dinerence methods has k e n  done in the 

foiiowing literature papers. The cornmon feature of these papers is that they use Taylor's senes 
expansion to analyze numerical diffusion based on analysis of the truncation error generated by 

finite ciifference schemes. 
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2 - 2.1 Quantitative Evaluation of Numerical Diffusion 
With a Taylor series expansion, Lana (Lantz 1971) analyzes the tmncation error of basic 

I l  



finite ciifference schernes, and States that the -cation error results in numerical dfision. The 

latter are also quantitative, depending on the block size and time step. Therefore, the numerical 
dinusivity expressions can provide guidelines for choosing block size and time step 

combinations that rninirnize the effect of numencd diffusion. 

2 - 2.1.1 Development: 

The convective-diffusion equation under consideration is (Eq 2 - 1.1.1) with unit velocity: 

(Eq 2 - 2.1.1) 
The explicit finite-difference approximation to the differential equation (Eq 2 - 2.1.1) using 

backward difference (BD) approximation to the first-order space derivative can be written: 

(Eq 2 - 2.12) 

The corresponding differential equation king solved by (Eq 2 - 2.1.2), retained only through 

second-order differentids, is then: 

%  ta+ 3% @ b a $  - (x,  t )  + -- a t (x, t )  = D2(% t )  - - (x, t )  + -- 
2 at2 ax , ar2 ( X  + --• 

ax 

An equivalence between time and space derivative can be established by differentiating (Eq 2 

- 2.1.1) with respect to time and with respect to space. The equivalence can be expressed as: 

Consequently, the PDE king solved by a BD representation 

+ ... (Eq 2 - 2.1.4) 

(Eq 2 - 2.1.2) is: 

. . . (Eq 2 - 2.15) 

Hence the totd diffusivity is the quantity D + (AX - Ar) 12. The t e m  (a+ -Ar) / 2  will be called 

the numerical difhisivity. D is the physicd diffusivity. 

2 - 2.1.2 Summary of Trunmtion Error of Basic Finite Difference Schemes 
With the above analysis, Lantz shows that numerical df is ivi ty  indeed results fkom 

tmncation error. A summary of the numericd difisivity resulting from the various finite 
difference schemes based on analyses of (Eq 2 - 2.1.1) is listed in Table 2 - 2.1.1 l. 

Table 2 - 2.1.1 Summary of truncation error expressions 

EITO~ Fom 

(bx - Ar) / 2  
1 

Difference Form 

spatial 

Backward differencing 

time 

Explicit 



Table 2 - 2.1.1 Summarg of truncation error expressions 

Difference Form 

spatial 1 time 

Backward differencing 1 hpticit 1 (AX+AC)IZ 1 

Error Form 

Centered differencing 

Centered differencing ImpIicit (b) 12 I 

( - ~ r )  12 

Lantz also compared the observed and calculated numerical diffusivity for the above 

difference formulations of convectïve-diEusion equation, and the agreement is good. We don? 

quote it here. He suggested that the researcher cari refer to thïs table to choose the block size and 

t h e  sep  to keep the numerical diffusion at an acceptable level, in the way that either the 

numerical diffusivity can be made negligibly srnail compared with physical djfhsivity, or 

numencal plus input W s i v i t y  should be equal to the desired Ievel. 

I 

2 - 2.2 lkansient and Steady-State Analysis On Artificial Viscosity 
Roache (Roache 1972) shows that the usual analysis of the irnplicit artificial viscosity in 

finite difference analogs of the linear advection equation is arnbiguous, with different results 
obtained for transient and steady-state problems. For the advectiondiffusion equation, the 

steady-state analysis is shown to be more appropriate for steady-state problems. With both 

transient and steady-state analysis, he also demonsaated that some popular methods, touted as 
having no artificial viscosity, actually do have such when appiied to steady-state problems. 

2 - 2.2.1 Analysis on Convection Equation (usual analysis) 
Roache cited: "Artificial viscosity" is a particdar kind of truncation error exhibited by some 

finite difference analogs of advection equations. He credits Noh and Protter (Noh and Protter 

1963) with having 6rst presented an analysis of the artificiai viscosity of the upwind differencing 

method applied to the; convection equation: 

+t = - u + ~  (Eq 2 - 2.2.1) 

For u>O, the upwind differencing rnethod for (Eq 2 - 2.2.1) gives: 

+ y + I  = $;-c(+'-+i'_*) 

With a Taylor series expansion, analysis shows 

1. We omit the immiscible case. 



(Eq 2 - 2.2.41 

=',,Sr = u(bx)/2-u2(~)/2 = (I/~)uAX(I-C) (Eq 2 - 225)  

The non-physical coefficient II,,,, of (a24) (a?) , intmduced by the rnethod, is referred as the 
artificiai viscosity or numencal difhsion. 

2 - 2.22 Transient vs. Steady-State Analyses: 
The interpretation of D,,,, in multidimensional, viscous and/or steady-state problems is not 

as straightforward as it might appear. Suspicion arïses when one considers (Eq 2 - 2.2.5), which 

shows D,,,, dependent on AI through the Courant number c. 

Consider a problem in which a steady-state has developed $y'' = $1. Once this condition is 

reached, both (Eq 2 - 2.2.1) and computational experience with the upwind dif3Ferencing method 

in multidimensional problems indicate that a change in AI does not change the steady-state 

solution. Thus Roache moves to a steady-state anaiysis. 

For the steady-state problem, setting = q;, expanding in a Taylor series, a steady-state 
numencal viscosity is obmined, 

D,,, = (1/2)udr (Eq 2 - 22.6) 

in this formulation, D,,,, *f ( A t )  , and the steady-state independence of At is not suspect. 

Roache then extended steady-state andysis to the problem with a diffusion k m  present: 

$r  = -ugx +DO, (Eq 2 - 23.7) 

Again, the steady-state analysis is (Eq 2 - 2.2.6) whik the transient analysis is (Eq 2 - 2-25}. 
Unlike the situation for the convection equation, the distinction between the D,,,, of (Eq 2 - 
2.2.5) and D,,, of (Eq 2 - 2.2.6) is then important, and the skady-state analysis is more 

appropriate for this convective-diffusion problem. 

For the multidirnensional problems with nonlinear coefficients, the resolution of the transient 

and steady-state analyses is not so neat. Now, consider the appkation of upwind differencing 

with (physical) diffusion terms in two-dimensional flow. For constant U ,  vi > O ,  this gives 

for which stabzty requires 

At<  
1 

(Eq 2 - 22.9) 
2 0 ( 1 / ( b 2 )  + 1 / ( ~ $ ) )  +lul/(&) +lvl/(Ay) 

where, in the transient analysis: D ,,,, = ( 1/21 u& (1 - c,), D ,,,,, = ( 1/2) VAY ( 1 - cy) 

but in the steady-state analysis, D,,, = (112) u h  D,,,, = ( UZ)  VA^ 



Both analyses give different values of D,,,, or D,,, in different directions, each of the form 

(Eq 2 - 2.2.5) or (Eq 2 - 2.2.6). The transient analysis predicts that the steady-state solution for 
the upwind differencing rnethod is a function of At., which disagrees with computationd 
experience. Thus, the steady-state analysis does appear to be appropriate for multidimensional 

and/or nonlinear steady-state problems. 

2 - 2 3 3  Thnsient and Steady-state Analysis of Other Methods 
Roache surnmarizes the analysis of other methods in Table 2 - 2.2.1. Comparing this table to 

Table 2 - 2.1.1, the earlier one does not contain u because (Eq 2 - 2.1.1) takes u = 1. 

Table 2 - 23.1 Implicit artificial viscasities from transient and steady-state analyses for 

- 

2 - 2 3  The Upwind Difference Schemes 
In "incompressible flow", the author summarizes the cornmon finite dBerence methods used 

in simulation of incompressible flow. The first upwind dinerencing method has advantages 
among other finite difference methods, although it suffers frorn numerical diffusion. For 
exarnple, compared with the Forward-tirne, centered-space WCS) method (see aiso Table 2 - 
2.2.1 ), upwind differencing is not stability limited by AX > 2 / R  (see also section 2 - 1.2.1). 

Based on the 6rs t  upwind differencing method, the second upwind dinerencing method is 
developed, and the latter cm have better accuracy. 

2 - 2.3.1 The Second Upwind Differencing Method 
In the second upwind differencing method. or "donor tell" method (Gentry, Martin, and Daly, 

1966) some sort of average interface velocities on each side of the mesh point are defined; the 

sign of these velocities determines, by upwind differencing, which ceii values of $ to use. In one- 



dimensional notation, 

Where 

1 1 
ue= Z ( u i + , + " i ) ' ~ w  = - ( " 'CU ' - ' )  

2 

or perhaps sorne other averaging scheme. 

And using the upwinding scheme, 

9. = ép >O) ;qe = 9i+ 1' (ue <O) 

9 = O i - p  (u, >O) ;qw = Op (u,  < 0) 

Consider 9 constant with Q ~ - ~  = Q~ = #,+, = 6 ,  but spatiaily varying u Then, 

which is second-order accurate for the convection field. 

Thus, it can be considered that the second upwind differencing rnethod is more accurate than 

the fkst method, since it retains second order accuracy of a(@) /ax possessed by the centered 

difference scheme; as a proof, the author of "impressible flow" refers to Torrance (1968), that it 
is indeed superior to the first upwind difference method in an actual two-dimensional 
computation. 

2 - 2.3.2 Cornments 
However, I conjecture that this second upwind rnethod will not be second order accurate if 

the solution has the pattern of a shock wave, since it is quite contrary to the assumption of (Eq 2 

- 2.3.4). Therefore, it can not be the solution to the numencal diffusion problem in PSA 

modellùig. As shown in chapter 1, the concentration profile has the pattern of a breakthrough 
cuwe. 

2 - 2.4 A Consistency Check for Estimating 'kuncation Error due to 
Upstream Differencing 

It has been shown that upstrearn differencing seems quite an attractive method because of its 

inherent algonthmic simplicity and the fact it is oscillation kee (see section 2 - 1.2.1). However, 
the associated numerical diffusion is an extremely serious handicap which may outweigh its 
positive feanues. For this reason, it is important to have a direct method for estimating the error 
incurred when upstrearn differencing is used for convection. Leonard (1978) outlines a simple 

procedure for achieving this. 



2 - 2.4.1 Introduction 
Consider a convective-diffusive equation with a local source terni in one dimension: 

A popular solution has been to use upstream differencing for the convective terrn, while still 

using central Merencing for the diffusion terms. The artificial diffusion takes the fonn 

(UAX) /z.,(see section 2 - 2.3.1) 

(Eq 2 - 2.4.1) can be rearranged into: 

The basic idea of the method is as foilows: assume that an exact solution oE is known and that 

from this, S* cari be computed to any desired degree of accuracy; then at given fixed values of y, 

z, and r, (Eq 2 - 2.4.3) represents an ODE which cm be solved using upstream differencing for 

the x-derivative. Clearly, a comparison of 0 computed this way with the original 9' gives a direct 

measure of the mca t ion  error committed in using upstream differencing in the x direction. 

In practice, oE and the corresponding S*(x) will not be known exactly. Instead, @ will be 

avaiIable from a computer simulation of the particular problern. But for fixed y, z, and t, a S* can 

be computed with the given @ function directly ffom (Eq 2 - 2.4.3) using any desired numerical 

accuracy. Then using the consistent value of S*(x), $ is again recomputed from (Eq 2 - 2.4.3) 

using upstream differencing for the x-derivative. The difference between the original and 

recornputed (P functions now represents the inconsistemy due to upstream differencing in the x 

direction in comparison with the accuracy used in computing S*. To the extent that computed S* 

will k of the same order as the (unknown) 'exact' S*, this inconsistency wiU be of the same 

order as the 'true' tnincation error due to using upstream differencing in the particular coordinate 

direction. The final error estirnate can be taken sirnply as the largest of the individual estimates. 

2 - 2.4.2 Basic formula 
Suppose a numerical solution of (Eq 2 - 2.4.1) has been made caiIed Q'(x. y. Z. l )  and U' (x. y. Z. r )  , 

and plot as function of x. in a given computational celI, the numerical mode1 of (Eq 2 - 2.4.3) is, 

as defined in Figure 2 - 2.4.1 



Figure 2 - 2.4.1 Definition of terms in equation {Eq 2 - 2.4.4) 

(Eq 2 - 2.4.4) could be used to recompute I$ as function of x, e-g., 

From (Eq 2 - 2.4.3), the consistent control-volume average is given by: 

Therefore, the recomputed function I$' at each ceii: 

I II- 
$: = ., 9 1.1 + $: ( ~ q  2 - 2.4.7) 

for U, ur> O, thus generating a downsiream-marching algorithm for $I. In most cases, a fuily 

graphical procedure is adequate. 

Graphical procedure for constant velocity 
Rewrite the equation for constant velocity: $= $:+ (d - 4;) This is the basis for the 

graphical construction of 0" fiom QI. 

It can be seen that, at any station: 

&$C = +, I - +: = A $ ~ ~ ~  = eonsr 

Thus, a simpler construction procedure: 

1. compute = $:- 9, at the reference point: 

z 6nd the 4' value fiom 4; = +: - A $ ~ ~ ~  

Note that the local inconsistency, +f -of, is a direct estirnate of the enincation error involved 

in the original computation generating $. 

if the local inconsistency between 0" and 0' is written: 

Locaiiy, an estirnate of E, correct to second order in AX, can be made by noting that: 



Therefore, 

It should be clear fiom the cocstruction of graphic or (Eq 2 - 2.4.9) and (Eq 2 - 2.4.1 1) that 

the only upstrearn-difference computations which are free of fust-order truncation error (in 
regions of approxirnately constant velocity) are those for which $ varies, at most, linearly with 

the strearnwise grid index. If there is any curvahire in 4, there will be a non-zero hst-order 
truncation error. In order to minimize E, a finer grid spacing is needed in regions of larger 
gradient. In f a c ~  if an estimate of the solution is available (nom rough calculation or fiom 
experimental measurements), (Eq 2 - 2.411) can be used to define the appropriate local g i d  size 
necessary for acceptable values of E. This procedure rnay need to be iterated (not usuaUy more 
than once or twice) to check that the inconsistency in the final upstream-difference computation 
is within acceptable bounds. 

An approximate check for the Aux consistency is also developed in (Leonard 1978). The 

same graphicd construction can be used in the general case to make an adequate fkst-order 
consistency check on the convective flux computation. Leonard claims that method is 

particularly usefd in rationalizing empirical tuning procedures used to calibrate upstrearn- 
difference numerical models in tems of measured results. 

2 - 2.5 Comments on Section 2-2 
In this section, we have studied the analyses of numerical diffusion in various finite 

difference methods, especialiy for upwind difference schemes. The basic idea is to use the 

expression of numerical diffusion as guideline to choose proper tirne step and block size to 

minimize it. This is one way of solving the problem of numerical diffusion. However, it is not 

easy to implement this idea, especially, for exarnple, when the transient and steady-state solutions 
for E?D.E are both important or the tmncation error bounds check may require irnpractical fine 

mesh. Altematively, researchers are seeking generalïy more accurate numerical methods, such as 
higher-order dinerence formulation advanced on upwind difference schemes, which will be 

explored in the next section. 

2 - 3 Advanced Study on Numerical Diffusion and Improvement of 
Upwind Difference Methods 

2 - 3.1 A Survey of Finite Differences with Upwinding for Numerical 
Modelliog of the Incompressible Convective  hio on Equation 



Leonard (1980), analyzes the available finite difference schemes, and emphasizes that a 

straight-forward upstceam shifted third-order convective differencing scheme c m  automatically 

combine inherent stability and accuracy, and is algorithmaticdy consistent with second-order 

diffusive differencing. Since a centrai difference method may lead to unphysical oscillation or 

computational nonconvergence and non-centered upstream-shifted convective differencing 

schemes may cause artificial dinusion, the uitroduced third-order finite difference method seerns 

a remedy to these problems. 

2 - 3.1.1 Development: 
The model convective diffusion equation: 

* 3% or u - = D- + S' , where, S' 
ax ax2 

Analysis of Finite-Difference Operators 
Through the feedback sensitivity of various h i t e  difference operators, Leonard demonstrates 

the stabilities of these operators. 

(a$i) / (at) = RHS , RHS: the numencally modelled terms on the right-hand side. (Eq 2 - 3.13) 

f = ( ~ R H S )  / (a$i) , c: feedback sensitivity. (Eq 2 - 3. 1.4) 

If L > 0, the aigorithm would lead to exponential growth of any perturbations and is therefore 

undesirable. If Z = 0, the algorithm has neutral sensitivity and perturbations can be superimposeci 

on the solution without affecting the RHS---the algorithm is insensitive to these errors and no 

automatic corrective actions are taken. This type of neutrd sensitivity is often associateci with 

temporal and spatial oscillations. It is directly analogous to the oscillatory nature of marginal 
stability in dynamic analyses. If Z < 0, the algorithm will darnp out random fluctuations. This is 

clearly a highly desirable property of any numencal algorithm. 

The diffusion term 
For the second central difference approximation to the diffusion term 

For this operator, z = -2D/ (h2) . Therefore this operator is stable. 

The convection term 
1. The second central difference 



So for this operator E = O, a major problem of this operator. Therefore, it is unstable. 

2 The upwinding S trategy 
i. First order upwinding 

Rn,, = luldr/2, Dn,,« D 

r = -lui/ (Ar),  stable 
ii. Second order upwinding 

X = -(31u1)/(2dr) (Eq 2 - 3.1.13) 

which is of course stabihing. However, the discretization error is potentiaüy osciilatory. 

iii. Third order upwinding 

Z = -lui/ (2&) - 2 ~ A r '  (Eq 2 - 3.1.15) 

which, king unconditionally negative for aU (physicai) values of u and D, represents very 

good darnping qualities. 

2 - 3.1.2 Model Test Problem 
For comparative studies of the performance of different spatial differencing methods, a 

simple model test problem is set: 
@A 

where u and r are positive constants 

Figure 2 - 3.1.1 Formulation of model problem 

Second-order central differencing 



which can be remanged into 

when ~ , > 2 .  

First-order upwinding and hybrid 

First order upwinding 

where S' = (S'AX) / U  and PL is the effective gRd Peclet number. ---in this case p i  = P,. 

As noted, this method is relatively weil-behaved for P, c 2 ,  but may lead to oscillatory result 

methods 

can be written as 

where P: = 2 .  Thus, 

This defect is 

the result is inaccurate, therefore unacceptable. 

partiaiiy corrected by a hybrid technique in which second-order central 

differencing is used for both convection and difision when ~ ~ $ 2 ,  and full upwinding when 

P, 2 2 .  The governing equation can still be written in the form in (Eq 2 - 3.1.19), except, P: = P, 

for ~ ~ 5 2 ,  and PI =2, for 2 2 .  However, for P ~ s ~ ,  there is no improvement over centrai 

differencing and for ~ ~ 2 2 ,  the method is so inaccurate that it is useless for any practical 

purposes. 

"Optimal" upwinding 

If written in the standard from "opcimal" upwind is equivalent to second order central 

differencing using an effective grid Peclet number fa = 2tanh ( ~ , / 2 )  . 
Shce the effective difision coefficient is D, = U A X / P ~ ,  it can be seen that: 

Deff = D ,  for P,<0.5  and = ( ~ & ) / 2  for f,> 5. 

As PA is increased, the artificial diffusion becornes relatively more dominant From the 

computed result, we can see that "optimal" upwinding is actually worse than the (already 

unacceptable) hybrid scherne over the complete range of Peclet numbers. 

The QUICK method 



A control-volume formulation named QUICK (Quadratic Upstrearn interpolation for 

Convective Kinernatics) (Leonard, 1979), as shown in Figure 2 - 3.1.2, uses quadratic 

interpolation through three points: two points saaddling the control-volume face together with an 

additional adjacent upstream points. 

@c $' I % 

- 
QUADRATIC U(P0NENTlAL 

Figure 2 - 3.1.2 Quadratic and exponential thtee-point interpolation 

For the QUICK method, the right-face value is 

where the curvature term is given by: 

The mode1 equation can be written 

in which P: = P,. 

In simulations of practical problems the basic QUICK method is exaemely "manageable" 

from the user's point of view, generating solutions of high accuracy over most of the flow domain 

in a stable and aigorithmatically efficient manner. 

EXQUISITE method 

The problem of resolving a sudden jurnp in value in the flow direction over a few grid points 

can be solved by using a more appropriate interpolation function than the quadratic polynornial 

used in the QUICK method. One needs an interpolation function which can change rapidly and 

monotonicaliy (when necessary). For this, the exponential function is quite appropriate. Figure 2 

- 3.1.2 shows how the sarne three node values c m  be interpolated by either quadratic function or 

an exponential. 

For the right-face value, quadratic interpolation gives (as before) 



where for luO CURV = $i-, -2@i+$i+ , ,  

where a the-parameter exponential of the form (O = A + seCS, where 6 = r -x i ,  leads to 

- 
@ = ( - ) / ( - ) (normalized variable) 

The resulting method is naturally referred to as EXponential or Quadratic Upstrearn 

Interpolation for Solution of the Incompressible Transport Equation (EXQUISITE). Clearly, this 

method can handle source terms and boundary jumps with high accuracy. 

2 - 3.2 Beyond First-Order Upwinding: The ULTRA-SHARP Alternative for 
Non-oscillatory Steady-State Simulation of Convection 

Leonard (1990) analyses the shortcomings of Hybrid and PLD method (Power Law 

DBerencing scheme of Patankar (1980)) (also see Leonard 1980, or section 2 - 3.1)----They 
suffer numerical difhision. Then he analyses the problems with high-order methods which 

introduces other problems---usually in the form of overshoots, undershoots or severe oscillation. 
---Fmaiiy, Leonard presents the ULTRA-SHARP altemative rnethod, which is the advance 
version of QUICK irnplemented with a new universal limiter. This method is featured as a high- 

resolution nonoscillatory multidimensional steady-state high-speed convective modelling. 

2 - 3.2.1 Shortcomings of Hybrid and PLDs 
The k s t  order upwind scheme and Hybrid and PLD scheme has been studied in (Leonard 

1980). In (Leonard 1990), comparing the solution from Hybrid and PLD schemes with the exact 

solution, one c m  see the numerical difhision present in these first-order upwind method. 

2 - 3.2.2 Problerns with High-Order Methods. 
1. spurious oscillation of symmetrical schemes. 
2 non-monotonicity of higher-order multidimensional upwinding. 



2 - 3.23 ULTRA-SHARP Alternative: 

(a) onginai unnormaiized (b) correspondng nomaiiied variables 

Figure 2 - 3.2.1 Normaliid variable diagram for the universal limiter 

Define norrnalized variables: 

The universal limiter constraints on 4f c m  be written 

(Eq 2 - 3.23) 

- - - 
$if 1 c ~ n s t $ ~  near ($, -+ O , )  

For the explicit control-volume time-marchg algorithm (Appendix II in (Leonard 1990)), 

Leonard outlines a procedure to apply the universal Limiter constraints based on (Eq 2 - 3.2.2) at 

each stage of a pseudo-the-marching or itemtive solution. 

The Downwind Weighting Factor 
Altematively, an iterative impiicit solution can be implemented by introducing the downwind 

weighting factor, as now described. hstead of limiting the interface variable directly, the 

Downwind Weighting Factor (DWF) is introduced as an auxiliary variable, thereby generating a 

compact impiicit scheme suitable for aidiagonal solution methods. After explicitly computing 

the high-order multidimensional upwind-biased estirnate. if, define 

The universal limiter consbaints, in tenns of DWF, become: 

OIDWF5 l , f o r ( 0 < ~ 5  1 )  

D W F S  ((consr- 1 ) & ) / ( 1  - , ) , n e n r ( i C + 0 + )  

D W F =  4 / ( 2 ( 1  - ; ) ) , for (q i<o)  

D WF = 0.5,for (6 > 1 )  

Now rewrite the face-value as 



0, = owr+BC+ ( 1  -DWF)+? (Eq 2 - 325)  

where TBC stands for 'to-be-computed' in the next iteration of an implicit he-sweep update. 

if 9: is the initial higher-order esthate on the control volume West face, the DWF is first 

computed according to: 

Then, the appropriate DWF is Iimited according to (Eq 2 - 3.2.4). 

The face value in the irnplicit update is then 

(Eq 2 - 33.7) 

Sirnilarly, the other faces of this particular control voIume celi are approximated. This results 

in an update of the forrn 

= + as$S + ab$B + + a,$N + a,$T + (q 2 - 3.2.8) 
It should be stresseci that the higher order multidimensional information and the non- 

oscillatory universai limiter constraints are implicitly containeci in the DWF's of each face rather 

than invohing 'outlying' node-values that are then lumped into the explicit source term. The 

limiter constraints inherent in the DWF's guarantee non-osciliatory results, with stability and 

convergence properties sirnilar to the Eirst-order method (DWF=û)---but without introducing 

artificial numerical diffusion. 

Non-oscillatory MultidimensionaI Result 
Ln the Appendix 111 (Leonard 19901, Leonard develops a series of higher order upwinding 

schemes for the convection tem. En this experirnental test, he shows the simulation results of 

applying the universal limiter constraints to the QUICK-2D scheme for the oblique-step test at 
P, = IOO. Comparing these resulr to the unlimiteci QUICK (refiect third order accuracy) results, 

the resolution remains sharp (refiecting third-order accuracy without overshoots or undershoot. 

Applying this universal limiter to higher-order convection schemes c m  dramaticaiiy increase the 

sharpness in the simulation of the near-discontinuity. 

Cost-effectiveness and Adaptive Stencil Expansion 
Question: For a prescribed accuracy, which is more cost-effective in terms of overall 

computer usage, a fine-grid computation using a low-order rnethod, or a coarse grid calcuiation 

using a higher-order scheme? 



Answer: Gaskell and Lau (1988) compared first-order upwinding with the third-order 
QWCK scheme and a non-oscillatory version (simila. to LETRA-QUICK) using successive grid 
refinernent on the two-dimensional oblique-step test For a prescribed accuracy, kst-order 
methods require such a fine grid, compared with the practical grid of third-order, that CPU tirne 

was larger by three orders of magnitude! 

Question: What order is more 'optimal' in the above sense of cost-effectiveness? 

Answer: A simple strategy of odaptive stencil expansion is proving to be extrernely cost- 
effective in both steady-state and time-accurate transient simulation: using third order ULTRA- 

QUICK in 'smooth' regions of the flow, on the basis of some 'non-smoothness' monitor, switch 

to a higher-order (ULTRA) scheme locally, as needed. 

Some monitors such as the (the absolute average 'curvature') and the GRAD (local 
absolute nomal 'gradient') c m  be used: 

amWE = 0-51 (@i+z - $i+ - - $i- II 1 (Q 2 - 3.2.9) 

GRAD = l @ i + t - $ i l  (Eq 2 O 32.10) 

The order-switching strategy is shown 

Figure 2 - 3 3 3  Schematic Diagram o f  order-switching strategy used in the 
locaiiy aàaptive stencil expansion aigorithm 

For steady-state calculations, it appears that an adaptive ULTRA-QUICWSth/7th-order 
convection scheme has a number of attractive attributes, including cost-effectiveness (high 
couse-grid accuracy), reliability (excellent stability and convergence properties) and ease of 

coding. 

2 - 3.2.4 Comments on Section 2-3 
Leonard has presented a relatively new achievement, viz, using a higher-order upwinding 

scheme in the region where the solution changes rapidly. These higher-order upwinding schemes 
have the problem of non-monotonicity. To solve this problem, the author uses the universal 
limiter scheme to achieve a monotonie but sharp solution. The resuits are impressive. 

2 - 3.3 A Method for Predicting and Minimizing Numerical Diffusion 
Peterson (1992) addresses from a Lagrangian viewpoint the problem of inaccuracy of 

interpolation in space and tirne resulting numencai dinusion. He uses a Taylor's senes expansion 
for streamwise and cross-strearn interpolation processes to give numerical diffusion coefficients, 

and States that these simple coefficients can be used to adjust physical diffusion coefficients, and 



provide second-order accuracy for convection in control volume solutions. 

2 - 3.3.1 cTAST" solution for transient convection 
Peterson develops "FAST" diffusion correction function, which he provides significantly 

irnproved performance for large time step and Peclet numbers, something highly desirable 

feature for transient solutions. 

The conservation equation under consideration by Peterson is 

From a Lagrangian viewpoint, with Taylor's series expansion, Peterson gives both 
streamwise and cross-strearn numencal diffusions results from various difference schemes in the 

control volume method. 

For the one-dimensional problern, only streamwise numerical diffusion is considered, viz, 

The implicit and explicit upwind numerical difision coefficient can be cornbined as 

1 
D m m / D  = J ( i - c )  Pei (Eq 2 - 333) 

where c is Courant number, defined as c = U A ~ / & ,  and Pe is the grid Peclet number, defined as 

Pe = (pu&) /T. 

Peterson argues that, in general, convection ternis should be evaluated explicitly to avoid 

dispersion effects and diffusion terrns should be evaluated irnplicitly. 

Therefore, the equations becomes, 

n + l  -2+;+l ++;1 (#;-$a = D ( + ~  
+ P h  (Eq 2 - 3.3.4) A 2  

Using numericd diffusion coefficient derived previously to adjust the physical diffusion, the 

foiiowing equation is obtained: 

where, the FAST diffusion conection functions A c m  be written as simple functions of the 

Courant numbers and b l e t  numbers, 

The Courant numbers are defined as C, = A r u , / h  and C, = atu,/k, and Pe, = pu,(h) / rw,  
Pe, = pu, (Ar) /S. 



2 - 332 One-Dimensional Transient Flow Problems 
A test problem has been studied by Peterson, some findiigs are: 

i. Without physical diffusion, Pe = -, only choosing c = 1, results preserves the exact 
solution, and other values of c will resdt severe numerical diffusion, a higher order 
scheme is desired. 

2 W~th physical diffusion Pe< 5 ,  the FAST diffusion correction functions can be employed, 
good agreement is obtained and it is supenor than Hybrid scheme. For Pe > 5, higher order 
methods are required for accurate solution. 

3. For transient solutions, convective terms must be evaluated explicitly. Impiicit evaiuation 
of convective terms introduces strong diffusive effect. This diffusion will strongly 
degrade the quality of any transient solution. 

2 - 3.4 Comments on Section 2-3 
in this section, we explored more advanced higher-order upwind schemes, k s t  the QUICK 

method, and then the ULTRA-SHARP which overcomes the oscillation problem--it is the 

QUICK method irnplemented with a universal limiter. Aithough Peterson(l992) presented an 
inexpensive method in which a di&ision correction coefficient is developed tu improve the 

accuracy of control volume solution, this method can only be employed with a relatively srnail 

peclet nurnber. Since in PSA rnodelling the Peclet number usuaily has large value, this diffusion 

correction function won't resoIve the numerical diffusion in our PSA modelhg. All the 

researchers have agreed that the first upwind scheme suffers numericd diffusion, and higher- 

order upwind schemes seems a remedy for numerical diffusion, and noticing that it suffers 

oscillation in a certain degree. 

Explicit Artificial Viscosity 
Artificial viscosity which is explicitiy added to the equations in numencd method is referred 

to as explicit artificial viscosity. von Neumann and Richtmyer(l950), explicitly added a 

viscosity-like terni to the convection equation in order to allow the calculation of shock waves. 

Their explicit artificial viscosity term was deliberately made proportional to Ax2. Approach is 
given below. 

2 - 4.1 An ArtificiaI Dissipation Scheme for the Navier-Stokes Equations 
Kaniel, Mond and Ben-Dor (1993) use the finite element method w solve the Navier-Stokes 

Equations. Isotropie artificid dissipation is added to the Navier-Stokes equations along with a 
correction term which cancels the artificial dissipation terrns in the limit when themesh size is 

zero. For a finite mesh size, the correction term replaces the artificial viscosity terms with a 
hyperviscosity term, Le., with an artificial dissipation which depends on the fourth derivatives of 

the velocity. 



Development: 

Spurious oscillations often occur in numerical solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations 

which for incompressible fi ow are 

V * V = O  (Eq 2 - 4.1.1) 

av 1 
- + V . V  V = - - v p + v v Z  V 
at 

(Eq 2 - 4.13) 
P 

The Numeriml Scheme 

Artificial viscosity is added to (Eq 2 - 4.1.2) as weii as a correction term: 

1 ;+mv v =  - -vP+ ( V + V a ) v 2  v+VavX  n, ( ~ q  2 - 4.13) 
P 

where the artificial viscosity va is assumed to constant, or 

if the artificial viscosity is variable. 

To demonstrate this, a finite difference discretization is used for which Rij is given by: 

The x component of the last term on the right hand side of (Eq 2 - 4.1 -4) is therefore given by: 

a 'i, j +  i - 2 ~ ~ , ~ + u i , j - l  - ui,j+2- 2 u i . j +  'i.j-2 
-[VX v-ni = = O (ay2) a~ A Y ~  &y2 

It is obvious that the sum of the added terrns [the artificial dissipation v x  ( V ~ V X  V) plus the 

correction term -V x(von) is not zero, but it is smaü whenever the flow is smooth with respect to 

the mesh size. 

To summarize, instead of directiy solvhg the Navier-Stokes equations, standard Galerkin 

integrations are perfomed on the foilowing equations: 

u,+vY = O (Eq 2 - 4.1.7) 

it,+uy = O (Eq 2 - 4.18) 

O 

U - u  + [uu ) .+  ( U V ) ,  = - - P x +  1 E(v+va) ( I . , + v ~ ) I ~ +  [ ( v + v a )  (uy - vX)  -vaQIy (Eq 2 - 4.1.9) 
Ac P 

O V - v  - 1 
AI + (UV) ,+  ( w y  = - -py+  m + v a )  ( u , + v ~ ) I ~ +  w + v a )  (uy-v , )  -vani, (Eq 2 - 4.1.10) 

P 

Artificial Viscosity Coefficient 
For the discussed probIem, fou. different artificial viscosity coefficients are presented in the 

order of increasing accuracy. 

These are 



(Eq 2 - 4.1.12 

(Eq 2 - 4.1.13 

where Pe is an elemental Peclet number, which is based on the analysis on a triangular element, 

where i* is the vertex next to i the counterclockwise direction. A is the area of the triangle, 

s2 = CI:/ (u2) and ii is the length of the ith side of the triangular element 

Numerical results derived using a coarse grid 
The &cial viscosity coefficients were employed in the simulation of the flow over a 

backward facing step---a realistic interna1 flow situation which has a variety of boundary 

conditions and a compiicated flow behavior. The present resuits compared favorably with the 

experimental result and are by far more accurate than the numericd results obtained by using a 

finite difference code. 

2 - 5 Conclusion for Chapter 2 
From this chapter, we have learned that numerical diffusion results from mncaaon error 

exhibited by upwind difference schemes either applied in a finite difference method or a control 

volume approach. Higher order upwind schemes have a better performance on numerical 

diffusion, but with a certain degree of osciliation. A Universal limiter has k e n  implemented to 

improve the oscillation generated by higher order upwind schemes. An inexpensive diffusion 

correction function has been developed to irnprove numerical diffusion in the control volume 

formulation. Finaily, we include the possibility of solving difficuit P.D.Es by expliciùy adding 

artificid viscosity, which can be rninimized when the mesh is reûned. One important comrnon 

conclusion to be drawn from the paper studied in this chapter is that higher order upwind 

schernes provide a solution for numerical diffusion when the Peclet number is high, which is the 

case of our rnodelling of a PSA process. 



Chapter 3 Convection Equation 
From the study on numerical diffusion in the last chapter, an important conclusion drawn is 

that a higher order upwind scheme is the solution to numerical diffusion. In this chapter, we will 

explore the Numerical Method of Lines (NUMOL) and the Orthogonal Collocation Method, in 

which the higher order upwind schemes can be embedded. 

Convection equations, so called first-order hyperbolic PDEs, can be solved analytically, and 

this appears to be very simple. However, they are also a difficult class of partial differential 
equations to integrate numencally. They are the major governhg equations to be solved in our 

modelling of a PSA process. In this chapter, we wili discuss some physical properties of £kt- 
order hyperbolic PDEs, and as a demonstration of each of the above methods, we will solve the 

convection equation with each method. We then study the e k t  of numerical diffusion as weil as 
oscillation from them by comparing the results. 

3 - 1 Convection Equation 
In this section, we first study the physical propemes of convective equation. 

The convection equation is: 

(Eq 3 - 1.1) 
where $ c m  represent any intensive properties of the fluid, such as temperature. Since it is 6rst 

order in t and x, it requires one initial condition and one boundary condition: 

@(O.[) =/O) 7 O(x.0) = g ( x )  (Eq 3 - 12) 

It is very easy to verify that the andytical solution to (Eq 3 - 1.1) to (Eq 3 - 1.2) for the 

special case g(x) = O and f(t) = O for t < 0: 

Further, if we consider the additional special case f(t) = I ,  t > O, so that at x = 0, the entering 

temperature undergoes a unit step change at t = O is 

FoUowing the (Eq 3 - 

i.e., the unit step in temperature at x 

X 
K (1- -) 

v (Eq 3 - 13 
= O propagates along the tube at velocity v, and 

eventually, at t = UV, the unit step wiU reach the other end of the tube (L is the length of the tube). 
At any position dong the tube ivhen t = xlv, an observer would see a unit step function pass by. in 
other words, the convection equation propagates a finite àiscontinuity along the tube for this 

special case. 
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The above property of a first-order hyperbolic PDE causes a problem in computing a 
numerical solution. Consider the dope of the solution at any point x dong the tube when t = x/v; 

the dope @, in (Eq 3 - 1.1) is infinite. Clearly, any numericai procedure based on weU-behaved 

functions will fail under this condition. Therefore the general methods which work weii on 

parabolic PDEs or elliptic PDEs wiU not succeed in dealing with ht-order  hyperbolic PDEs. 

Uniike the parabolic or elliptic PDEs, the first-order hyperbolic PDE can represent propagation 

discontinuity or shocks. 

3 - 2 Solving Convection Equation with the Numerical Method of 
Lines 

3 - 2.1 A Brief Introduction to the Numerical Method of Lines 
Generaüy, we need to replace PDEs with algebraic approximations, and then to obtain 

approximate numericai solutions to PDEs with the auxiliary conditions. This procedure is the 

basis for weil-known classical finite difference, finite element, and control volume methods for 

PDEs. The Nurnerîcai Method of Lines (NUMOL) is really jurt a srnall depamrre fiotn this basic 

approach. 

Figure 3 - 2.1.1 sketch of numerical method of Iines 

Ln NUMOL, we retain the index i to account for variations of the dependent vanable 9 with x, 
but we treat t as a continuous variable. Thus, we keep the derivative gt term, and substitute the 

denvatives @, or @, terms with an difference approximations; this wiil lead a system of ODEs in 

t. This is the essence of the NUMOL. One of the advantages of NUMOL is that there are many 

ODEs solvers available either in the commercial market or research field. 

Therefore, the basic steps of NUMOL: 

1. Space differencing 

2 ODE integration 

Next, we will foilow the NUMOL procedure to solve the convection equation. 



3 - 2.2 Spatial differentiation 
Space discretization of the PDEs produces a system of ODES. As studied in Chapter 2, for 

spatial discretization of convection term, 6rst upwind difference suffers numerical Musion, 

while centered difference has serious oscillation, and higher-order upwind difference seems a 

remedy for numencal diffusion. Several finite difference formulations (Schiesser 1994) have 

k e n  used to approximate the convection term, and sirnilar conclusions can be drawn £rom 

cornparison of the results. These approximation formulas are listed in the following: 

1. DSS002---one-dimensional, three-point centered approximations for first-order 
derivatives, suffer osciüation problems. 

z DSS004--one-dimensional, five-point centered approximations for first-order 
derivatives, suff'er senous oscillation problems. 

3. DSS012---one-dimensional, two-point upwind approximations for ûrst-order derivatives, 
suffer senous numerical diffusion. 

4. DSS014--one dimensional, three-point upwind approximations for 6rst-order 
derivatives, gives an improved result on oscillation and diffusion. 

S. DSS020----one-dimensional, five-point upwind approximations for first-order derivatives, 
gives the best performance arnong these five methods. 

Schiesser (1994) also shows that among higher-order upwind difference formulations, five- 

point upwind DSS020 is the optimal choice between accuracy and oscillation. 

In our experirnents, DSSO 12 and DSS020 for the spatial discretization of convection term are 
implemented. Here we briefly explain these two methods: 

DSS012---First-order upwind approximation to u,: 
for v>O: 

for v<O: 

DSS020---Fourth-order upwind approximation to u, 
for v>O: 

(Eq 3 - 2.2.1) 

(Eq 3 - 2.22) 

(Eq 3 - 2.23) 

(Eq 3 - 2.2.4) 

(Eq 3 - 2.25) 

(Eq 3 - 2.2.6) 



The performance of DSS020 is better than centered difference methods DSSO2 and DSS004 
on oscillation, and better than upwind difference methods DSS012 and DSSOl4 on numerical 

diffusion. However it stiii produces some oscillation. It has k e n  found that if we can use a dope 

step function, the so caïied "ramp function", to approximate the unit step for the boundary, the 

numericd results wili agree with the analytical results better. That is also true in reality, in a 

realistic model, we wouid not expect propagating discontinuities; generaliy, there wiil be some 

physical phenornenon that wili produce a finite rate of change, for example, molecuiar diffusion 

of temperature, mass, or momentum. In the implementation, we use r(t) = @(O, t), which has a 
steep but finite slope 

(l/s) 

l , t >  (L/s) 

Here dope can be taken s=5, 10,20. 

(Eq 3 - 26-15} 

The exact solution of the convective equation corresponding to this boundary condition is: 

3 - 2.3 ODE integration 
After space-discretizing the PDE, the problem has been converted to sohe a system of ODEs. 

The system of ODES generated by the spacing differencing of the convective equation is stiff. 
Therefore we need an irnpiïcit method to solve ODEs. 

There are many implicit rnethods for integra~g stiff ODEs. In our implementation, we 



employed the semi-implicit extrapolation method (Press, Teukolsky, Vetterhg 1995) for our 

ODE integration. 

Semi-implicit Extrapolation Method 
Complete information about the Semi-irnplicit Extrapolation Method can be found in (Press, 

Teukolsky, Vetterling 1995). We just excerpt some necessary part to make this chapter seif- 

con tained. 

First look at the k s t  order implicit method. 

For the system of ODES: 

6 = f (0) 
irnplicit differencing gives 

Q" = qt+ hf(f+') 

Suppose we try linearizing the equations: 

Here is the rnatrïx 
Rearrange the equation 

of the partial derivatives of the right-hand side (the Jacobian maeix). 

into the form 

If h is not too big, only one iteration of Newton's method may be accurate enough to solve 
3f (Eq 3 - 2.3.1) using (Eq 3 - 2.3.4). In other words, at each step we have to invert the matrixi- h- a@ 

to Bnd f+ I .  Solving implicit methods by linearization is called a "semi-implicit" method, so (Eq 
3 - 2.3.4) is the semi-implicit Euler method. 

The above method is only first-order accurate. Most problems will benefit from higher-order 
methods. Here we use the irnplementation of a semi-irnplicit extrapolation method due to Bader 

and Dedihard (1983). 

The starting point is an implicit form of the midpoint d e :  

Convert this equation into serni-irnplicit form by linearizing the nght-hand side about f(4") ; 

the result is the serni-implicit midpoint nile 

It is used with a special first step, the semi-implicit Euler step (Eq 3 - 2.3.4) and a special 
"smoothing" last step in which the Iast (I is replaced by 



There are also other methods for stiff systems, such as the Rosenbrock methods. which is a 
generalization of the Runge-Kutta method, and the Gear's backward Merentiation method. Here 

we chose the semi-implicit extrapolation method after comparing these methods. 

3 - 2.4 The Computation Results 
The experiments has been done based on four cases. 

1. DSS012 method with unit step boundary condition. 
dpta-taundityunk dw rri.lhOC(:DS.12 -31 convrei9n (M0I.J b r rd .5u i i  Ibip boundarymethed:0SS012 ma4131 

__ , .  .-.-. .. 

x 1 

Figure 3 - 2.4.1 Computation m u l t  by NUMOL (DSSOU) witb unit step boundary condition, 
mesh=31 (a) 3D plot, (b) 2d plot at x=05 against exad solution (solid line) 

2. DSSOZO method with unit step boundary condition. 

dnta-baundqun& dep mr(hdDSS(PO wmsh.31 convation (MOL) for m0.5unif aip boundarymahod.Dçç020 m4h:31 
...- rl. __..- t .  

1.2 r............ -. ........ ...- . ...... . ................... ... 
__.... . .. ..... . 

Figure 3 - 2.43 Computation m u l t  by NUMOL (DSSO20) witb unit step boundary condition 
mesh=31, (a) 3D plot, (b) 2D plot against exact solution (solid line) 



3. DSS012 method with slope step boundary condition. 

Figure 3 - 2.43 Computation result by NüMOL(DSSOl2) 6th steep slope (slope=lO) step boundary 
condition mesh=31, (a) 3D plot, (b) 2 0  plot agahm exact solution (soiid Iine) 

4. DSSOSO method with dope step boundary condition 
daadarndayJop. 10 m D S S P N  maah31 mnveQmn (MOL) for b0.58+n 10 baindarymsmod:OSSmP tndm 

7.2,- -. . . -  - - .  

. . 

. . 

(by-2~ 0:l 0:2 0; a 4  0:s t 6 O O 0.9 

Figure 3 - 2.4.4 Computation resuIt by NUMOL(DSS020) with steep slope (slope=lO) step boundary 
condition mesh=31, (a) 3D plot, (b) 2D plot against exact solution (solid line). 

The purpose for these experiments is to examine the performance of the method of DSS012 

and DSS020, including the effect of boundary condition. To examine the performance, we 

observe the numerical diffusion and osciUation among the above different situations. 

At tirst, we look at the results of case (1-4). The finding are listed here: 

1. The rnethod of DSSOl2 (kt-order upwind) with a unit step or slope step boundary 
condition, suffers numencal diffusion but without oscillation (Figure 3 - 2.4.1 & Figure 3 - 
2.4.3). As the mesh gea finer, the effect of numericd diffusion is getting less. 

2 The method of DSSO2O (fourth-order biased upwind) with unit step or slope step 



boundary condition, gives much improvement on numerical diffusion, but suffers some 
oscillation (Figure 3 - 2.4.2 & Figure 3 - 2.4.4) The effect of o s d a t i o n  and diffusion 
becomes less as the mesh gets finer (Figure 3 - 2.4.5). 

The effect of oscillation and diffusion in the DSS020 method with dope step boundary 
condition becomes less than with unit step boundary condition, and the results have better 
agreement with the exact solution (Figure 3 - 2.4.4). 

5. DSS020 method with slope step boundary condition with rnuch h e r  mesh 
amvaion (MOL) brOr.SslopelObamduymahod.~ mosh.61 

Figure 3 - 2.45 Computation resuit by NUMOL@SS020) witb steep dope (slope=lO) step boundary 
condition mesh=61, (a) 3D plot, (b) 2D plot against exact solution (solid iine), 

3 - 2.5 Comments 
The numerical method of iines, dong with five-point upwind spacing differencing for the 

first-order space derivative, and semi-implicit extrapolation integration for the O.D.E, can be 

used to solve the convective equation with steep slope boundary condition, and acceptable results 

are achieved. The number of mesh points in the method of lines is not restrictive, but the 

computations are expensive when the mesh gets finer (case 5). The higher order upwind schemes 

indeed offers a solution to numerical diffusion. 

3 - 3 Solving Convection Equation With the Orthogonal 
Collocation Method 

3 - 3.1 A Brief Introduction to the Orthogonal Collocation Method 
Another method embedded with higher order schemes is the orthogonal collocation method. 

In this section, we briefly introduce ttiis method; for detail we refer to F i a y s o n  (1972) or 

Appendix. 

In a s i d a r  manner as NUMOL, by the orthogonal collocation method, the original P.D.E c m  

be reduced to a system of O.D.Es, and then the resdting systxm of O.D.Es. cari be solved by 
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standard subroutine. 

Trial Function & Orthogonal Polynomials 
Consider an unknown function @(XJ), which satisfies partial differential equations and 

boundary condition. an Approximating function calleci a tr iai function can be chosen, such that 
the boundary conditions are satisfied. Depending on the problem, non-symmeûïc or symmetric 
trial functions should be used. 

To solve the convection equation, a non-syrnmetric trial function is used, as defined by 

where ai (TI are functions of time or constants and P, are orthogonal polynomials defined by 

where w(x) is weight function, such as w ( x )  = i in this work. The polynomials defined by (Eq 

3 - 3.1.2) are shifted Legendre polynomials. 

The coilocation points x,. ... x,,, are the roots of P, (XI = O, and X, = O, x,,, = 1. 

The resulting orthogonal polynomials and comesponding collocation points can be found in 

the literatures e.g. in Fiinlayson (1972) for order up to 7. However, in many situations, we need 

higher order polynomials. lndeed, these orthogonal polynomials can be computed in a simple 

manner by the Gram-Schmidt Orthogonahation procedure using inner product (Domy 1975). 

The syrnbolic cornputation can be implemented in Maple V. The order of resulting polynomials 

can be as high as 20, and different polynornials can be easily obtained by changing the definition 

of inner product corresponding to the definition of each individual poiynornial, limited only by 

the cornputer capability. For detail we refer to the Appendix. 

Interior formulas based on ordinates 

The Trial function can be formulated to an equivaient set of equations in terms of the 

The corresponding set of collocation matrices cm be written for the nonsyrnrnetric eial 

functions (Eq 3 - 3.1.1) based on the shifted Legendre polynomials. 

Rewrite (Eq 3 - 3.1.1) as, 
M+2 

j =  1 

Evaluate at coilocation points, i.e., 



M t 2  

$(xi) = c d ~ - '  (Eq 3 - 3.1.4) 
j =  1 

Take the fkst derivative and the second derivative of this expression and evaluate them at the 
coiiocation points: 

These c m  be written in ma& notation as 

& - = Dd, Di, = ~ ~ ~ ' ) l x i  = U- 11 u-2)24lXi 
d 2  

Matrices AX7 BX are called coiiocation matrices. 

Where, 



The original P.D.E. c m  then be written in coilocation form, which gives a system of 0.D.E.s. 

3 - 3.2 Solving Convection Equation with the Orthogonal Collocation Method 
Rewrite the convection equation which is subject to initial and boundary conditions: 

where 

i 
O, 1<0; 

or r ( f )  = s x r , O < t c  (l/s) (Eq 3 - 3.2.4) 

1. I > (l/s) 

The profile of i$ is approximaced by the foilowing nonsyrnrnetric trial function (Eq 3 - 3.1.1) 
based on the shifted Legendre polynomiais: 

where the polynomiais are defined by: 

i w(x)P ,xP , (x )dr  = 0 . n  = O, 1 .... m - 1  
O 

where W ( X )  = t . 
Then, (Eq 3 - 3.2.1) is reduced to a system of O.D.Es by writing it in the coilocation fom: 

(Eq 3 - 33.7) 



3 - 3 3  The Computation Results 

Figure 3 - 33.1 Computation result by orthogonal coilocation method with unit step boundary 
condition, mesh=2l, (a) 3D plot (b) 2D plot agaiost exact solution (soüd h e )  

2. Orthogonal collocation with dope boundary condition 

Figure 3 - 33.2 Orthogonal coUocation method with dope (slope=lO) boundary condition mesh=21 
(a) 3D plot (b) 2D plot against exact solution (soiid üne) 

3 - 3.4 Comments: 
From the above Figure 3 - 3.3.1 & Figure 3 - 3.3.2 we cm see that the orthogonal collocation 

method also has irnproved performance on numerical dinusion. With a unit step boundary 

condition, it suffers ncnphysical oscillation; however, with a steep slope boundary condition, the 

effect of oscillation becomes less, and the numencal solution agrees with analyticai solution 

weU. Since the orthogonal polynomiais can be computed to order 20 at present, so the mesh 



number is restrict to no more than 22, which gives sufficiently accurate results. 

3 - 4 Comparison between NUMOL and Orthogonal Collocation 
Comparison between the numerical method of Ihes and orthogonal coILocation can be done 

by observing the performance of numencd diffusion and oscillation when solving the convection 
equation. In this section, we are going to present the computation results based on the sarne mesh 
nurnber, and compare the resuits and computation tirne. The upwind difference method used in 
NUMOL is DSSOZO which we have concluded to be the best upwind scheme arnong the finite 
difference formulas for h s t  spatial denvative. Also, in the computation with both methods, we 

allow the program to choose an integration step with Ioose restriction of 0.05 as an upper Mt. 

3 - 4.1 observation of performance on numerical diffusion and oscillation 

u) pbî at x10.5 bainday: sbpe 10 mesh:17 
.............................. .......,.............. ..................................... ..... 2 0  pbt et x d . 5  boundary: siope 10 m d 2 1  

* -  * 

Figure 3 - 4.1.1 2D plot of profiles at x 4 . 5  with steep dope step 10, maxstep=0.05 (*-NUMOL, O--- 

-orthogonal collocation), (a)mesh=c), (b) mesb=U, (c)mesh=l7 (d) mesh=21 



3 - 4.2 Comparison of Computation Time 

Table 3 - 4 5 1  Comparison of Computation Time 

1 numericd method of lines 
l 

computation time 
(second) 1 integration steps 

orthogonal coIlocation I 
cornputation time 

(second) 
integration steps 

- - --- 

3 - 4.3 Conclusion for Chapter 3 
In this chapter, we have used the numerical method of lines and the orthogonal collocation 

method to solve the convection equation. In NUMOL, the higher order upwinding xheme 

DSS020 is chosen for 6rst-order spatial derivative approximation. And in orthogonal collocation, 

we use inherited global higher order collocation forms for space derivatives. Therefore, in both 

methods, higher order formulations have been embedded in the methods to handle the numencal 
difhision. From Figure 3 - 4.1.1, it can be seen that the orthogonal collocation method has better 

performance on numerical diffusion and less oscillation for the sarne mesh number. Also from 
Table 3 - 4.2.1 the computation time for same number of mesh points, orthogonal coliocation 

take less computation t h e ,  which is result of larger integration step ailowable in orthogonal 
collocation method because more accurate formulation than in numerical method of lines. 

Therefore, orthogonal collocation has a better perfoxmance than method of lines for convection 

simulation for the same number of mesh points. The number of mesh points in method of h e s  is 
not resnict, but computation are more expensive when mesh get finer. 



Chapter 4 Convective Diffusion Equation 

4 - 1 Convective Diffusion Equation 
Consider the extension of convection equation (Eq 3-1.1) to include axial diffusion: 

(Eq 4 - 1.1 
The above equation is a convective diffusion equation or parabolic-hyperbolic PDE; D is ai 

axial diffusivity. 

One initial condition is: 

4 (0. l )  = f(t)  (Eq 4 - 12 

Boundary conditions are: 

4 (x.0) = g (4 (Eq 4 - 1.3 
91(L, 0 = O (Eq 4 - 1.4 

Since (Eq 4 - 1.1) is second-order in x, it requires two boundary conditions. 

(Eq 4 - 1.2) specifies only convection takes place at the exit of the tube. 

Since (Eq 4 - 1.1) reduces to Fourier's second law for v = 0, and the convection equation foi 

Da, the numerical solution should have the properties we would expect (Le., properties of the 

solutions for botb Fourier's second law and the convection equation) 

4 - 2 The NUMOL Solution of Convective Diffusion Equation 
Cornpute a NUMOL sohtion to equations (Eq 4 - 1.1) to (Eq 4 - 1.4) for f(t)= 1 ,  g(x)=O, 

v=L=I. We wiü use DSSOZO to calculate the convective derivative 2 and DSS044 to calculate 
2% the diffusion derivative - in @q 4 - 1.1) 
a 2  

4 - 2.1 Space Discretization 
En chapter 3, we described DSSO20, which is the optimal choice of approximation to the first- 

order space derivative. Here, we only give the approximation form DSS044 to second-order 

space denvative. 

In the impIementation of NUMOL, two different boundary conditions are considered. They 

are: Dirichlet boundary (the value of boundary point is specified) or Neumann boundary (the 

derivative of boundary is specified). 

The approximation to second-order space derivative: 
with Dirichlet boundary at inlet, 

d'm. -, 
(Eq 4 - 2.1.1) 
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with Neumann boundary condition, at inlet, 

dk - 1 415 32 3 - - - [ (--) 4 ( n )  + 960 (n - 1) -369 ( n  - 2)  + -0 ( n  - 3 )  - 9 ( n  - 4 )  + 5 0 - d ~ )  (Eq 4 - 2 -14  
dr2 4!& 3 dx 

for aii interior points 

2 
d u i  - 2 - - -  (- 1-09 (i- 2) + 16@ ( i -  1) - 3 0 $ ( 4  + 16$(i+ 1 )  - l.O$ ( i 4 - 2 ) )  
dx2 4!  d ~ ?  

(Eq 4 - 2.1.6) 

(Eq 4 - 21.7) 

4 - 2.2 ODE integration 
After space discretization for the first-order derivative and second-order derivative, we obtain 

a system of ODES, we used the same ODE integrator as used in chapter 3. We have known that 

the ODE integrator is step-variable at this point 

4 - 2 3  The Computation Result 
Tests have been conducted for various values of diffusion coefficient. Maximum integration 

step size is 0.05. 



1. Pure convection case by setting v d . 0 ,  D=O 

Figure 4 - 2.3.1 Simulation for convective diffusion by NUMOL with steep dope (=IO) boundary 
condition, mesh=21, pure convection case (a) 3D plot (b) 2D pmfde at x=05 against exact solution 

(solid line) 

2. Convective Diffusion with v=l, D=0.01 
30 p M  by NUMOLbwndaiyskpe 10 md1Zl~l60.01 

........ ._..' - 
_ . . -  ......- . . . 

Figure 4 - 233 Simulation for convective diffusion by NUMOL with steep dope (=IO) bounâary 
condition, mesh=21, conveetive diffusion case (a) 3D plot (b) 2D profile at x=O 5 



3. Pure diffusion case with v=O, D=l.O 

Figun 4 - 2.33 Simulation for convective Musion b NUMOL aah steep dope (=IO) boundary 
condition, mesh=2l, pure diffusion case (a) 3D plot (b) 2D profile at x=05 

4 - 2.4 Comments 
It is evident that the solution is dispersed as the physical dinusion coefficient increased, and 

with v= 1. D=0, the solution resembles that of convective equation; with v=O. D=I,  the solution 

resernbles the diffusion equation. It is also noticeable that as D increases, the osciilation of 

solution disappears but with strong physical diffusion effect instead. 

From the experiments we have conducted so far, we can see the method of lines can handle 

both the convective and convective-diffusion equation. 

4 - 3 Solving Convective Diffusion Equation with the Orthogonal 
Collocation Method. 

4 - 3.1 Cotlocation Form 
Again as in last chapter, we use the nonsyrnrnetric trial function based on the shifted 

Legendre polynomials. Then coiiocation form of (Eq 4 - 1.1) can be: 

The coiiocation form of boundary condition at outIet is: 

(Eq 4 - 3-12) 

(Eq 4 - 3.1.2) c m  be used to deduce the form of boundary point: 



m+Z 

@ ( * m + d  = Z ' : + , i @  ( ~ i ) / A : + t . m + 2  
i = l  

S ubstitute the above equation into (Eq 4 - 3.1. l), we have: 

Thus, (Eq 4 - 1.1) has been reduced to a system of 0.D.Es by the orthogonal coliocation 

method, the resdting 0.D.E's will be solved by standard 0.D.E solver. 

4 - 3.2 The Computation Result 
Tests has been conducted based on various value of physical difhision by orthogonal 

coliocation method, maximum integration step is 0.05: 

1. Pure convection case with ~ 4 . 0 ,  D=O 

(a) (b) 
t 

Figure 4 - 32.1 Simulation for amvective diffusion by the orthogonal collacation nt4 steep slope 
(=IO) boundary condition, mesb=ll, pure convection case (a) 3D plot (b) 2D pro& at r d 5  against 

exact solution (soüd line) 



2. Convetive Diffusion wit h v=I, D=0.01 

Figure 4 - 323 Simulation for conveciive dürusion by orthogonal collocation with steep slope (=IO) 
boundary condition, mesh=21, pure diffusion case (a) 3D plot (b) 2D profiie at x d . 5  

4 - 3.3 Comments 
Similar comrnents c m  be made for the results by the orthogonal coliocation method: the 

solution is dispersed as the physical dinusion coefficient increased, and with v=l, D=0. the 

solution resembles that of convective equation; with v=O, D=I,  the solution resernbles the 

difision equation. It is also noticeable that as D inmeases, the oscillation of solution disappears 



but with strong physical diffusion effect instead. Generally, the result by the orthogonal 

coilocation method is more accurate than method of lines at sarne mesh number. 

4 - 4 Comparison of the Results and Conclusion 
A cornparison behireen resdts by numerical method of Iines and orthogonal coiiocation 

method, based on the simulation of convective difhision equation with various value of diffusion 

pararne ter- 

20 plot for x-0.5 boundary:slope 10 mesh21 v-1 d-1 
.-. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ...... .-.................. p . - . - - - - . . - - - -  Z . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

-0.2 1 1 1 1 1 I I I 1 

O o. 1 
1 

0.2 0.3 0 -4 0.5 0-6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 
t 

Figure 4 - 4.1 Comparison between NUMOL and orthogonal collocatioa, mesh=U. (*-NUMOL 
results, c~~orthogonal collocation result. 

We can see fiom the above Figure 4 - 4.1, that the orthogonal coiiocation c m  handle 

convective difision equation which has small physical difhision better than the numencai 

method of lines, with less numerical diffusion and nonphysical oscillation (D=0.001). With 

increasing of physical diffusion, the resuits of two rnethods agree very well. Since in PSA 

modelling, we are interested in a method which can handle strong convection, and a seif- 

sharpening curve, therefore, as the conclusion of this chapter, we are in favor of the orthogonal 

collocation method. 



Chapter 5 Simulation of a Fixed-Bed Adsorption Column 
Ruthven (Raghavan & Ruthven 1983) presents the orthogonal coilocation method solution to 

a typical problem of adsorption in which a fixed-bed adsorption colurnn is described. The 

problem presents a rather diî-Ecult mathematical model to solve numericaUy, and more important 

it has an analytical solution (Rasmuson and Neretnieks 1980), therefore, we choose it as a ba is  

for the cornparison of NUMOL and orthogonal coilocation in order to give us an insight into the 

performances of the two numerical methods. 

5 - 1 Description of the Fixed-Bed Adsorption column 
We consider an isothermal adsorption column, packed with porous spherical particles, which 

is subjected, at time zero, to a smail step change in the concentration of an adsorbable species in 

the carrier. The flow pattern is described by the axial dispersed plug-flow model, and both 

extemal and interna1 diffusional resistances to mass transfer are included. 

adsorbable 4 
carrier 4 

Particle Bed 

Figure 5 - 1.1 diagram of adsorption bed 

5 - 2 Mathematical Model: 
The system may be described by the following set of equations. 

5 - 2.1 Dimensional Form: 
Particle Diffusion: 

Initial and boundary Conditions: 

(Eq s - 2.1.1) 

(Eq 5 - 2.13) 
(Eq 5 - 2.13) 



External fluid: 

Boundary conditions: 

5 - 2.2 Dimensionless Form: 
In our numerical simulation, we use the dimensionless foms of equation (Eq 5 - 2.1.1) - (Eq 

5 - 2.1.7), to compute the solution. The dimensionless f o m  of above equations c m  be written: 

Particle Diffusion: 

initial and boundary Conditions: 
Q(flYT)l,,o = O 

External fluid: 

Boundary conditions: 

Table 5 - 2.2.1 Parameters in dimensionless form: 

1 Parameter 1 Definition 1 
1 Peclet number: 1 Pe = ( L V )  /DL 1 
distribution ratio: 

(Eq 5 - 22.1) 

I - E  
'4' = K ( Ë )  

bed length parameter: 

film resistance parameter: 

8 = 
VR'E 

L D K ( 1  -E)  

6 = ~ W D K  



Table 5 - 22.2 Dimensionless Variables 

1 Dimensionless variables 1 Definition ( 
1 

Q: dirnensionless intemal concentration in particles 1 Q = r/co 

1 

x: dimensionless axial distance x = Z / L  1 
q : dirnensionless radial distance in partîcle 

U: dirnensiodess fluid-phase conceneation 

1 

7: dimensionless contact time Ir = ( D ~ ) / R ~  1 

q = r / ~  

u = CK, 

Since (Eq 5 - 2.2.1) and (Eq 5 - 2.2.5) are coupled by (Eq 5 - 2.2.4), we need to solve these 

equations sirnultaneously. Aiso, (Eq 5 - 2.2.1) irnpiies that the particles in the bed are k i n g  

treated as a cylinder dong the length of the bed, therefore, the internai concentration in a particle 

c m  be affected not only by (Eq 5 - 2.2.1)- but also by the fluid-phase concentration at its axial 

position; meanwhile, the extemal Buid concentration at an axial position can be computed by 

both (Eq 5 - 2.2.5) and the surface concentration of the particle at that axial position. We will 
soIve this problem with both NUMOL and the orthogonal collocation method and compare the 

results against exact solution (Rasmuson and Neretnieks 1980). 

5 - 2 3  Space Discretization of the Computational Dornain 
In either of the rnethods, we need first to space discretize the computational domain Figure 5 

- 2.3.1, the mesh points in extemal fluid domain and intemal fluid domain c m  be finite difference 

mesh points or collocation points. 

X 

Figure 5 - 2.3.1 Space discretizing of the computational region 

Since we freat the collecaon of spherical particles in the bed as a cylinder dong the length of 

the bed, the computational region is not identical to the physical region. To compute the externai 

fluid-phase concentration, we not onIy need to know the concentration at axial positions, but also 
need the internai concentration at radial positions. For example, to compute U(i), we need the 
information of U(I),U(2), ..., U{N) as well as Q(i,m); to compute Q(i,m), we need to know the 



information of U(i), as weii as Q(i,I),Q(iZ), ...,Q( im). Although we treat the computational 

region as a two dimensional region, actuaiiy it is simpler than that, since Q(ijl has no direci 

relation with Q(i-lj) or Q(i+l,j). Therefore, we can arrange variables of the compumtional 

region into a cornputational mabrùr in the way as shown in Table 5 - 2.3.1 

Table 5 - 23.1 relation between Q,U and Y 

The advantage of arranging these variables in such a way is that the derivative subroutines 

and Jacobian subroutine are easy to implement and to plug into the ODE solver, and the variables 

c m  be solved simultaneously. This arrangement is applicable to both methods. 

5 - 3 Simulation By the Numerical Method of Lines(NUM0L) 
Generally, by method of lines, we replace 6rst space derivatives and second space derivatives 

in (Eq 5 - 2.2.1) to (Eq 5 - 2.2.7) by finite difference formulas, then the set of PDE's is converted 

into a system of ODES in tirne; by standard ODE integrator, we integrate the systern of ODES and 

solve the probiem. 

5 - 3.1 Space differentiation: 
First, for (Eq 5 - 2.2.5) 



This equation is sirnila. to convective diffusion equation except that it includes the adsorption 

term, which relate to interna1 concentration at the surface of particles. Mer space discretization, 

for the typical point i dong the bed, the above equation becomes: 

Ln chapter 4, we have concluded, for convective-diffusionai differential equation, the first 

space derivative can be replaced by DSS020 (fourth order upwind differencing), and the second 

space derivative cm be replaced by DSS044 (fourth order centered differencing). 
du in our problem, the boundary condition are h o w n  for, [ 11 and [nl  

.. . 

d2u which can be used to substitute in DSS044 for solving - 1 i l  and fi [n] (see section 4-2.1) 
d 3  d 2  

Second, we study the (Eq 5 - 2.2.1) 

To study the particles at point i dong the bed, and we subdivide the radial domain into M 

points. For Q(i J ) ,  Eq. 5-2.1.5 can then be written as: 

dQ -[-, - - 
d t 

< 11 - d~ [i, j]  + 2 9  Li, j ]  
dti '-lj d'l 

where, 

1 .O q, = 0- l)dq, d q  = - 
(m-  1) 

The boundary conditions are: 

- [ i , i l=%I  dtl * , , = O  

d e  Q ii, ml -[&ml = -1 = Kt{Ll[i] -- 
dTi K 

1 
, = i  

acl Q ci. ml - [i, ml = KS {Il [il - -K mi 1 

Speciai care is needed for 9 [ i  i l  
dl 

1 
h -Q, = 

1 
-Qq, = Q,, 

r - O  1 (Eq 5 - 3.1.U) , -0'l 

dQ de d . ~  $Q JQ - [i, 11 = - [i, 11 + -- 
dr dQ [i, 11 = - [i, 11 + 2, [i, 11 = 3.07 [i, l ]  (Eq 5 - 3.1.12) 

dIl2 ti, d'l d'12 d'l drl 



Either combination of DSSûû4 and DSS044 (fourth-order açcuracy), or DSSOO2 and DSS042 
(second-order accuracy) c m  be used for space dtnerencing for the first and second space 

denvatives respectively. 

DSSOû4, fourth-order centered space differencing, can be usai for the ûrst space derivative 
dQ - . The scheme is foliowing. 
d'l 

xu - Xl & = -  1 .O 
r4fdr = - 

(m- L) ' 24dt 

DSS044 is fourth order Wace differencing for the second space derivative. (see section 4-2.1) 
dQ dQ and boundary conditions - [ i .  i] and - [ i ,  ml are known. 
drl drl 

Also, DSSOO2 second-order centered space differencing for the first space derivative, and 

DSS042 second-order centered space differencing for the second space denvative can be 

implemented if less accuracy is required in the internai simulation in exchange for higher speed. 

and 9 are then assembleci into rnaaùt dydt accordhg the arrangement gave in Table 5- dr di 
2.3.1. 

With present stiff ODE solver, not only do we need to supply the prablem dependent 

subroutine derivs, we aiso need to supply the jacobn subroutine which evaluate Jacobian matrix 

of the differentia1 equation with respect to the dependent variabIes. implernentation of subroutine 

jacobn fuily depends on the impIementation of subroutine derivs. The matching of derivs and 

jacobn is the main factor to reduce the integrating tirne of ODE. 

5 - 3.2 Tbe result 
The numerical simulation of a fixed-bed adsorption column by NUMOL with a particular set 

of parameters are presented as foliows: 



. . 
Figure 5 - 32.1 Simuiation Rauh by NUMOL n<b mesh space=tl, p o r e 4  (a) 3 0  plot (b) 2D pbt  at 

outlet 

5 - 4 Numerical Simulation by the Orthogonal Collocation Method 

5 - 4.1 Collocation Form 
(Eq 5 - 2.2.1) to (Eq 5 - 2.2.7) can be reduced to a set of ordinary dinerential equations by 

wrîting in coiiocation form. 

The concenmation profile in the spherical particle is approximated by the symmetric triai 

function defined as: 

N 

Q(%r) = Q(Aa + (l-T12)&(wi-l~$l (Eq 5 - 4.1.1) 
1 

where =;(TI are functions of t h e  (or constants) and pi are the orthogonal polynomials 

(Jacobi polynorniaIs) defined by: 

1 

I w  (q2) fj (i12) Idq = CiGi 
O 

where w($) = ~ - ~ ~ . j  = 1.2 

(Eq 5 - 2.2.1) c m  be written in coiiocation form as: 

- - 
i =  1 

(Eq 5 - 2.2.4) is written in coliocation form as: 

where N is the number of collocation points for the particle and N+l refers to the extemai 



surface of the particle. The above equation can also be written after some simple manipulation: 

thus, (Eq 5 - 4.1.3) becomes: 

The concentration profile in the extemal fluid phase is sirnilarly approximated by the 

foilowing trial function based on nonsymmetric polynorniais: 
M 

U ( X , T )  = (1-X)U(O,T) + x ~ ( l , r )  + x ( ~ - x ) ~ a ~ ( r ) ~ , - ~ ( x )  (Eq 5 - 4.1.7) 
i=I 

where a i ( q  are, as before, functions of time or constants and pi are the non symmetric 
polynomials (Legendre polynomials) defined by the condition. 

where w (x )  = i in this work. 

(Eq 5 - 2.2.5) to (Eq 5 - 2.2.7) c m  be written in collocation form as: 

The above two boundary conditions can be used to elirninate U(I)  and U(M+2) fiom (Eq 5 - 
4.1.9). If we define: 



U ( M + 2 )  = P e q x = o - R l +  

Thus, (Eq 5 - 4.1.9) becornes: 

+ 3@5 ( 5  
9 - 1) u03 - i =  1 

+ A N + ~ . N + L  5 + A ~ +  I . N +  I 

The procedures for generating the A, B and AX, B' matrices of (Eq 5 - 4.1.1 1) to (Eq 5 - 
4.1.16) are descnbed in detail in Appendix or Finlayson (1972) 

5 - 4.2 Simulation Result 
A simulation result by orthogonal collocation method with a set of parameters is present as 

follows: 
30 Rot by UdhXaü. Spa- 

Figure 5 - 42.1 Simulation Rault by Orthogonal Collocatioa method, with mesh space=21, p0re=4, 
(a) 3D plot, (b) ZD plot at outlet. 



5 - 5 Experiments and Comparison of Results 
In thk section, we are going through several experiments to test the two models irnplemented 

by NUMOL and Orthogonal Coilocation method. 

5 - 5.1 Comparison between Numerical and Analytical results 
2D plot bya 1-1 1 p o c ~  20 Ratby at xll rpa-11 pm-4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Ph1.93 
PsbolBO 
Thela4 

Figure 5 - 5.1.1 Comparison between analytical results and numerical results from NUMOL and 
orthogonal collocation, mesh space=U, pore=4, x---aoalytical result, *--NUMOL result, O---orth-COU 

result (a) Ped.93, (b) Pe=193, (c) Pe=200 

From the above Figure 5 - 5.1.1, for three different values of Peclet number, both numerical 

resulîs h m  NUMOL and orthogonal collocation method agree with the analytical resuits. 
therefore, the results of both numerical methods are verified. We can see that even using a coarse 

mesh. both numerical methods c m  handle this mode1 problem. 



5 - 5.2 Effects of Axial Dispersion and External Mass Tkansfer Resistance 

Figure 5 - 5.2.1 Comparison of simulations conducteci by (*-)NUMOL and (O---)Orth-COU (a) effect 
of PecIet Number, (b) effed of extemal film resisîance 

It has also k e n  shown that simulations from both methods give us simüar prediction about 
the effect of Peclet number and externa1 film resistance, 

5 - 5.3 Effects of Distribution Ratio 
MPbtbvax-1  m-11 m& 

. . .  . . .  . . 
I 

. . 

5 
I 

1 O '"b) + ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; O  
t 1 

T-- 
0iy 

Figure 5 - 53.1 Comparison of simulations conducted by (*--)NUMOL and (O--- )O~col l  effecb of 
Distribution Ratio. Pe=l.O (a) plotted versus r ,  (b) plotted versus r- - w' 

Other experhents such as effect of distribution ratio have ais0 been conducted, see Figure 5 
- 5.3.1 for Peclet=l .O and Figure 5 - 5.3.1 for Peclet=20000.0, Figure 5 - 5.3.l(a) and Figure 5 - 
5.3.1 (a) are plotted against dimensiorJess time variable r, and Figure 5 - 5.3.l(b) and Figure 5 - 
5.3.1 (b) plotted against rnodified time variable r -  l. Simulations fiom both rnethods predin w 



same behavior of adsorption bed. We can see that the effect of the distribution ratio on the 

theoretical breakthrough curves to be significant only when the effect of axial dispersion is 

important 

t 

(a) (b) 
A 

Z-- 
@Y 

Figure 5 - 53.2 Cornparison of simukations conducted by (*-)NUMOL and (O--)Orth-coU effects of 
1 Distribution Ratio. Pe=2000O.O (a) plotted verse ~ ( b )  s - - 

0Yf 
All the results produced so far agree with that from Dr. Ruthven's paper. 

However, as we look at Figure 5 - 5.3.1 (a) for high Peclet number (20000.0), it can be seen 
that the results of orthogonal coilocation have better performance on numerical diffusion and 

nonphysical oscillation. 

5 - 5.4 The Computation Time 

Therefore, we have shown that the orthogonal coilocation method is superior to NUMOL on 

Table 5 - 5.4.1 Cornparison of computational t h e  (CPU time, unit: second) by NUMOL 
and Orthogonal col location method with mesh space=ll, pore=4, maxstep=0.05 

Parame ters 

Pe = 1.93. \y = 678Q0 = 3.0.5 = 10000.0 

Pe = 193, yr = 6780,0 = 3.0.5 = 10000.0 

Pe=200.00. iy=6780,û=3.0 .~=10000.0  

Pe = 0.8, y = 10000.0,8 = 03.5 = 10000.0 

Pe = 5.0, \y = 10000.0,8 = 03,c = 10000.0 

Pe = 100.0. y = 10000.0.0 = 0.3.6 = 10000.0 

Computational 
t h e  for NUMOL 

6.6 

6.9 

7.5 

7.4 

8.7 

8.5 

Computational 
t h e  for Orth-Cou 

3.1 

3.3 

3.3 

3.1 

3.1 

3.7 



computational time with similar performance as shown in Figure 5-4.1.1 and Figure 5-4.2.1. 

5 - 6 Conclusion for Chapter 5 
From this chapte, we have used NCTMOL and Orthogonal Collocation method studied in last 

two chapters to deal with a fairIy complex problem in PSA modelling. It has been shown that 

both methods can handle Liis task, and similar results are achieved and agree with analyticai 

results. However, orthogonal collocation method is superior to NUMOL on computationai time, 

and has less nurnericd di&sion and nonphysicai oscillation when Peclet number is iarge. The 

reason would be that, for the sarne mesh number, the formulation for the fust and second 

derivatives (DSS020 and DSS044) in NUMOL are locaiiy fourth-order accurate, however, the 

formulation in orthogonal collocation method is globally more accurate, since number of 

collocation points means same number of orthogonal polynornials in the formulation, and more 

coilocation points means a higher order of formulation globaily. The comparison between the 

formulation of these two rnethods is not straightforward, but generaily we c m  say that for the 

same mesh number 1 (>=4), the formuiation in orthogonal collocation rnethod is more accurate. 

The accurate formulations Ui orthogonal coilocation method allows large integration step and 

less tirnes of evaluation of &nvs and jacobn in 0.D.E integrator, which resdts less computation 

t h e .  Therefore, we prefer to use the Orthogonal Collocation rnethod in our future study when we 

have to be content with coarse mesh. 



Chapter 6 PSA Simulation by Double Collocation Method 

6 - 1 Introduction 
A simple two-bai PSA system for air separation, in which khetic effects are important and 

the changes in flow rate due to adsorption are sigacant,  has k e n  snidied. Under these 

circumstances, the assumption which have k e n  traditionaiiy employed in modehg of the PSA 
cycle (adsorption equilibrium, constant velocity) are no longer valid. In the paper of Raghavan 

and Ruthven (2985), a more general mathematical model was developed without these 

simplifymg assumptions. Since the corresponding mathematical model for simulation is more 

general and complicated, and no longer fits in the procedure of PDE-ODE, double collocation 

method is developed and used to solve it numerically. In this paper, we will present this 

mathematicai model and double coiiocation method as well as the simulation results. The work 

in this chapter will serve as a base for our modelling of the conventional PSA process. 

6 - 2 A Systern of PSA Process Description 
The basic PSA cycIe involves four distinct steps: (as shown in Figure 6 - 2.1). 

1. Feed step 

z Blowdown step 

3. Purge step 

4. Repressurization 

Bed 

Pmduct Product 

Figure 6 - 2.1 Steps involved in a H A  cycle 



During one cycle, t h e  dismbution is s h o w  on Figure 6 - 2.2: 

1. t,-: duration of adsorption at stepl or 3. 

z &: duration of blowdown at step 2 or step 4 

t,, t b t- t b 

step 1 step 2 step 3 step 4 
Figure 6 - 2 2  Time distribution of one cycle 

During step 1 a high-pressure feed (in ou. case air) is supplied continuously to bed 2, which 

is packed with carbon molecular sieve (CMS) pellets in which oxygen is adsorbed more rapidly 
dian nitrogen. The nitrogen which remains in the gas phase passes through the bed and is 
removed as pure f i n a t e  product A smail fraction of this Stream is expanded to low pressure 

and used to purge bed 1 (which is also packed with CMS pellets). In step 2, bed 1 is pressurized 

with feed while bed 2 is subjected to a pressure reduction (blowdown). The same cycle is 
repeated in steps 3 and 4 with high-pressure flow and adsorption occurring in bed 1 and purging 
occurring in bed 2. 

In order to develop a mathematical model the folIowing approximations are introduced: 

1. The system is considered isothennal with total pressure remaining constant throughout the 
bed during high-pressure and low-pressure flow operations (step 1 and 3). 

2 The flow pattern is described by the axial-disperseci plug flow model. 

3. The equilibriurn relationships for both oxygen and nitrogen are assumed linear. 
4 Mass aansfer rates are represented by linear dnving force expressions and the rate 

coefficient is the sarne for both high-pressure and low-pressure steps. 

Subject to these assumptions, the dynamic behavior of the system may be described by the 

following set of equations (A=02, B=N2). 

6 - 3 Mathematical Model 

6 - 3.1 Step 1: High-Pressure Flow in Bed 2 and Low-Pressure Flow in Bed 1 
6 - 3.1.1 Dimensional form: 
External Buid phase in bed 2: 



where: T A ,  = K,C,,, q* = KBcB2. 

Boundary conditions: 

21z=L = O 

External Buid phase in bed 1: 

~ C B  1 -- a2c~1 de,, DLZ- + v  - hi I-eaqBl +-- = 0 
az2 l a z  a 

CA, + C B I  = CL, (const) 

Addhg (Eq 6 - 3-1-10) and (J2q 6 - 3.l.ll), and considering (Eq 6 - 3.1.12), 

Solid phase in bed 1: 

where$,, = KACAl, q*,, = KBCB1. 

Boundary conditions: 

where: 



The initial conditions for the star-up of the cyclic operation with two clean beds are the 

following two sets of equations: 

Since CB2 can be found fkom CH, and Ca (for high-pressure flow in bed 2). and CB, can be 

found kom C, and CM (for low-pressure flow in bed 1), the equations which must be solved 

simultaneously along with the relevant boundaxy conditions are (Eq 6 - 3.1.1) (Eq 6 - 3.1.4) (Eq 6 

-3.1.5) (Eq 6 - 3.1.6) (Eq6 - 3.1.10) (Eq6 - 3.1.13) (Eq6 - 3.1.14) (Eq 6 - 3.1.15). 

6 - 3.1.2 Dimensionless Forms 
The above equations cm be d t t e n  in dimensionless form for calculation. Fust we iist the 

necessary dimensionless variables and parameters for future reference. 

Table 6 - 3.1.1 Dimensionless Variables 1 dirnensioniers / 
variables definition 

X A ~  

XB i 

' ~ i  

'Bi 

x 

Table 6 - 3.1.2 Dimensionless Parameters 

CAi/CHP or CAi/cLPdepending on whether high-pressure flow adsorption or 
low-pressure flow desorption occurs in the ith bed 

CBi/CHP or CBi/ctpdepending on whether high-pressure flow adsorption or 
low-pressure flow desorption occurs in the ith bed, aiso qua i  to (1 - xAi) 

qAi/~,CHP adsorbate concentration of cornponent A in solid phase in bed i 

qBi/KBCHP, adsorbate concentration of component B in solid phase in bed i 

x = Z / L ,  dimensionIess distance 

T 

Vi 

dirnensionless 
parameters 

z = t/h, dimensionless time, 
h :  dimensional tirne interval (see Figure 6 - 4.1) 

vi = vi/vOH, interstitial fluid velocity in bed i 

- 

definition 

I a/h = L/ (v,,h) , 
where a = L/ v,, , ratio of bed length to high pressure feed inlet velocity, s 1 

1 1 Pe, = LV,,/D,, Peclet number for high pressure flow in bed 2 during step 1 1 



Table 6 - 3.1.2 DimensionIess Parameters 
1 

parameters I d-nsiOnless I definition 

Pt?, 

k ~ h  

k ~ h  

Pe, = LvoL/DL,,  Peclet number for high pressure flow in bed 1 during step 1 

dimensioniess overaii mass transfer coefficient for Component AI 
where kA is overail mass transfer coefficient for component A, s' . 

dirnensionless overaii mass transfer coefficient for Component B f where kB is overail mass transfer coefficient for component B, s' . 

KA 

KB 

- - - - .. - 

Dimensionless forms for bed 2: 

-- 

adsorption equilibrium constant for component A. 

adsorption equilibrium constant for component B. 

G 

p 

Boundary condition in dimensionless form for bed 2: 

-- - -  

G = vOL/vOH, purge to feed velocity ratio. 

fi = C H P / C L P  = P H / P L ,  total concentration at high-pressure to total concentra- 
tion at low-pressure ratio. 

= O 

Dimensionless form for bed 1: 



Boundary condition in dimensionless form for bed 1: 

where: 

6 - 3.2 Step 2: Blowdown of Bed 2 and Pressurization of Bed 1 
6 - 3.2.1 For blowdown of bed 2, the following two approximations are introduced: 

1. At each and every position in the bed, the gas phase concentrations of O2 and N, at the end 

of blowdown correspond to the concentrations at the end of the preceding high-pressure flow 

adsorption step, multiplied by the pressure ratio, P A ,  where PH is the pressure a t  which 

adsorption is camed out and PL is the purge or desorption pressure. 

Since the concentrations of O, and N, at the end of blowdown are equal to the concentration 

at the beguining of step 3, i.e., at the beginning of purge(desorption), we can write the above 
equations in dimensionless form: 

y ~ 2 ( x > t ) l  p = p L , r = r - + r b  = y ~ 2 ( x * ' ) 1  p = p m t = r -  (Eq 6 - 3.2.7) 
Y ~ 2 ( ~ r ) I  p=p , r=r ,+ i ,  = Y~2(xJ) I  p = p H , , = r ,  (Eq 6 - 3.2%) 

6 - 3.2.2 For pmurization of bed 1, the following two approximations are introduced: 
1. After low pressure purge step, there are still gas phase 0, and N, rernaining in the bed. 

During pressurization by feed air, these gas phase remnants are pushed toward the closed end of 
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the bed through a distance ( 1 - P A )  from the feed inlet. Thus, for example, if the pressure ratio, 
PJP, is 0.33, then the concentrations of 4 and N, at the end of pressurization are the average of 

the respective concentrations of the r e m m g  4 and N, at the end of purge step. However, the 

average concentrations exist only through a dirnensionless length of 0.33 nom the closed end of 
the bed, the rest of bed king filled with the pressurïzing feed air. We think this approximation is 
clearly more realistic than assurning a uniform composition in the gas phase. The above 

approximations can be written in mathematical fom: 

write in dirnensionless forrn: 

2. The solid phase concentrations of 0, and N, remain unchanged at the values of the end of 
the preceding low pressure purge flow. 

qAl (z, = tmax+ = QAl (2, = t,,,) (Eq 6 - 3.2.12) 

4s 1 ('9 t = + tJ = 4~ Czt t = (Eq 6 - 32.13) 
write in dimensionless form: 

- 
Y ~ l  (x*~)Ip=pH,t=r ,+tb - Y ~ l  (-1 P = P , < = ~ ,  (Eq 6 - 3.2.14) 

- 
(~?')Ip=p,,~=t,+r, - Y ~ l ( ~ )  (~~') lp.p,~=t ,  (Eq 6 - 32.15) 

6 - 3 3  Step 3 
This step is virtually the sarne as step 1, except that here the high-pressure feed flows through 

bed 1 while a portion of the exit product (N,) purges bed 2 at the low operation pressure. The 
equations which have been solved to describe this step are identical to those solved for step 1, but 

with the change in the direction of flow taken into account 

6 - 3.4 Step 4 
The approximations made for step 2 are valid for step 4, the dBerence king that bed 1 is 

now subjected to pressure reduction (Blowdown) and bed 2 is presswized. 



6 - 3.5 CycIic Steady-State: 
The above equations were written in dimensionless form and solved to give the 4 

composition, CAf/CHIs CAf/cLP (step l), C,&& CA2/cHP (step 3) in the fluid phase, and o2 and N, 
concentration in solid phase, eu/KACHP, 9s2/KBCHP (step 1). %/KACHR Q ~ / K B C ~ ~  (step 3), as 
functions of dimensionless bed distance (z/L) at various tirnes t The final cyclic steady-state 
profiles were determineci by C O ~ M U ~ ~  the simulation for sufficient cycles until no significant 
M e r  changes in the profiles occurred. Mathematically, we use formula: 

here, we set 6 = 0.01, N is the total number of collocation points in x domain. 

6 - 3.6 Simulation: 
By repeating the simulation with different sets of parameters the effects of the purge/feed 

ratio (G=voJvoH), the bed length/iiet feed velocity (a=UvOH), the time duration (a of the 

adsorption and desorption steps and the axial Peclet number (Pe=v,,L/DL) were studied. 

6 - 4 Double Collocation rnethod: 
The current mathematicai mode1 no Longer fits in PDE-ODE procedure, since application of 

this procedure would lead to sets of ODES together with sets of nonlinear algebraic equations. 

Such a combination of ODE and nonlinear algebraic equations is likely to cause smness and 

convergence problems. Therefore, the method of double collocation was applied so that ail 

equations would be reduced to sets of nonlinear algebraic equations. We fkst studied this method. 

The method of double collocation involves discretization of the spatial as well as the time 

derivatives in the equations (as shown in Figure 6 - 4.1). The resulting nonlinear algebraic 

equations are then solved using a standard routine. Since our problem is non-symrnetric, we use 
nonsyrnmetric trial function of shifted Legendre polynornials to approximate the dimensionless 
variables. 



Figure 6 - 4.1 space difference and time discretization 

In cyclic operation, the computation will run fiom step 1, through step 2, step 3, to step 4 

repetitively. From the above mathematical mode1 description, we know that step 1 and step 3 are 

basically identical, and step 2 and step 4 are identical. Since step 2 and step 4 are only one step 

calculation, the major computational task wili be step 1 and step 3. 

Therefore, we will focus on step 1. With dimensionless form, we will solve set of equations 

fiom (Eq 6 - 3.1.21) to (Eq 6 - 3.1.33) for time dornain O to t,-. As shown in Figure 6 - 4.1, we 

subàivide the tirne dornain into various time steps h,, h, ,..... .. , h,. At each tirne step, hi, we derive 

the above equations. And it is in this t h e  period, we apply the double collocation method. First 

we subdivide the thne period hi hto N+2 collocation points, and then subdivide the space 

domain into M+2 collocation points. The first time layer, i.e. i = 1, the variables on the points of 

this layer are the initial condition (marked as *), which are also the results from last step h,,. With 

the boundary condition (rnarked as O), we can solve the variables on the points at the rest of 

layers (marked as ?) by the double coiiocation method. in the following section, we describe the 

use of double coilocation method for solving the sets of equations at this tirne period. 

6 - 4.1 Preparation: 
Assuming the syrnbol $ stands for any one of the variables,~,,, x A ,  Y,,, yA2, YB,. Y,,, v,, v,, 

we may write, 

(Eq 6 - 4.12) 



Here, A ; ~  is the coilocation coefficient for the gradient, A', is the coilocation coefficient for 

the gradient in the time direction, Gj is the coiiocation coefficient for the Laplacian, and Wj is 

the weight coefficient for integration, For the procedure of obtaining the coefficient mairices 

refer to Appendix. 

The initial condition are given as: 

X,, (k, 1), k = 2 . . .M+  1 

Y,,(k, l ) , k =  1 . . . M + l  

Y82(k, l ) ,  k = l. . .hf+ 1 

V1(k,  l ) , k =  l...M+ 1 

X,, (k, 11, k  = 2 .  . .M+ 1 

Y,,  (k ,  1 ) .  k =  l . . . M +  1 

YB, (k ,  1 ) s  k =  l . . .M+ 1  

V, (k, I ) ,  k = l . . . M +  1 

6 - 4.2 Computation for one time step by double collocation: 
The computation for one t h e  step by double coilocation involves four steps. 

Sîep I :  we assume (initiai guess) the vaiues of the unknown variables. That is we provide 
initial guess for, 

Since the number of unknowns is qua1  to the number of 

(Eq 6 - 4.23) 

Ins, we have in di equatio 
(4*M+S)*(N+ I)*2 equations to solve sirnuItaneously for steps 1 and 3 of the PSA simulation. 

Step 2: the computation involves the evaluation of X,(l,i), X,(M+2), X,(l,i), X,(M+S). 

These values can be extracted based on the values of X,(k,i) and X,,(k,i) for k = S . . M i l  and 



i=2,.lV+2, for the dirnensionless fom of the boundary conditions given by (Eq 6 - 3.1 -25)--(Eq € 

- 3.1.26) and (Eq 6 - 3.1.3 1)--(EQ 6 - 3.1.33) which written in coiiocation form would be: 

For high-pressure flow in bed 2 during step 1, 

M+2 

~ A ' ( M + z J ) x ~ ~ ( ~ ~ o  = 0 (Eq 6 - 4.2.4) 
j 5  1 

Solving (Eq 6 - 4.2.3) and (Eq 6 - 4.2.4), we get the expressions for the boundary variables, 

A'(M+Z 1 )  A X ( l , I )  - Pe, 
R~~ = R2, = (Eq 6 - 4.2.6) 

@H +H 

and for Iow-pressure flow in bed 1, 

solving (Eq 6 - 4.2.10) and (Eq 6 - 4.2.1 l), we get, 



Step 3: knowing now the values of the variables at aU points in the two beds, we compute 

Si 

Step 4: involves setting up the residuals R'~~ and updating the initial guess to force the 
(4*M+5)*4*2 residuals to becorne zero. 

For X,, Y,,Y,,V, during high-pressure flow adsorption in bed 2 (step 1) we write, 

where k = 2..M+I; i = 2... N+2 

j =  1 

where k = Z... M+2, i = 2... N+2 

where k = 2... M+2; i = 2... N+2. 

Similarly, equations for XAl, YA17Y,,,Vl are written in collocation form for the low-pressure 
purge fiow in bed 1 (step 1). 



where k = 2... M + l ;  i = 2... Nt2 

where k = I . . .  M+2,  i = 2... N+2 

where k = I.. .  M+2, i = S... N+2 

(Eq 6 - 4.2.23) 

(Eq 6 - 4.2.24) 

where k = 2... M+2; i = 2... N+2. 
A standard subroutine such as Newton method is used to solve the nonlinear algebraic 

equations to get the distribution of X,, Y,,Y,,,V, and X,, YAI,YBZ,VI in the two beds at r = 1. 

The procedure from step 1 to step 4 is repeated uneil t = t,, = duration of tirne for the ûrst 

step (adsorption) in bed 2 and desorption (purging in bed 1). So fa, we finish the simulation of 

step 1 of PSA cycle. 

After the approximations for step 2 of the PSA, the nonlinear algebraic equations for the step 

3 [adsorption in bed 1 and desorption (purging) in bed 21 are solved, which is followed by the 

approximations for step 4. This essentiaiiy completes the computations for one cycle of the PSA 

operation. The computation for the next cycle involves the solution of the noniinear algebraic 

equations for step 1 with the initial conditions based on the profile in the beds at the end of the 

previous cycle. The computation continues until cyclic steady state is reached, when there is no 

further change in the composition profiles in the beds between two successive cycles. 

6 - 5 The Computation Results and Discussion 

6 - 5.i The sensitivity of the assumptions for repressurization to the number 
of collocation points 

The simulation was run with various number of collocation points, and it was found that the 

assumptions for repressurization are sensitive to the number of coiiocation points. Since the 



result of repressurization wiü affect the next step of adsorption, therefore, it will affect the result 

of cyciic operation. To gain more understanding of this phenomenon, we did an experiment. 

Assume the concentration of repressurized oxygen at inlet is 0.2, and the concentration of oxygen 

at the rest of bed is 0.05. The total mass a€ter exact integration would be 0.15, comparing with the 

integration result by coiiocation rnethod, we find the diflerence, iisted in Table 6 - 5.1. 

Table 6 - 5.1 Collocation poi 
' number of coiiocation points 

its with Repressurization 

difference in total rnass 

It cm be seen from the above table, the sampling by some numbers of coliocation points can 
best represent the assurnption of repressurization step such as 7 and 12. It would be the best if we 

could do simulation with m=12. However, for reason of economy, we can dso  take m=7 as 
compromise between accuracy and speed. Generally, we wiü run sirnuiations with m=7. 

6 - 5.2 Observation of Mass balance 
One feature of this program is the implementation of observation of mass balance during the 

adsorption step. The idea of the mass balance monitor is: 

(change in mass of oxygen in the bed since time t=O) = 
(mass of oxygen entering since t=O) - (mass of oxygen leuving since t=O) 

Therefore, if we set variable R as oxygen mass balance rnonitor, 

R = (change in mass of oxygen in the bed since time t=O) - 
(mass of oxygen entenng since t=O) + (mass of onygen leaving since t=O) = O 
The detailed implementation of rnass monitor involves integrals variables such as 

X,, x ,  Y,, Y, dong the adsorption M. Refer Appendix for the computation of i n t e m .  

From observation of the ratio of R to total rnass of oxygen entering after the cyclic operation 

reaches steady state, we are able to verify the simulation resuit. For example, with mesh=7, run 

sirnuIation with data listed in row 2 of Table 6 - 5.1, the ratio is 0.12%; again with mesh=12, for 

the sarne simulation, the ratio is 0.0059%, which also means more accurate resuits. 



6 - 5.3 Output of the Simulation by Polynomials 
The outputs of our simulation are the values at coiIocation points. However, we sometime 

wodd prefer to see the evolution inside the bed, therefore, we also express the profile of various 
variables in the f o m  of polynomials. 

M 

WJ) = (l-*)$(OJ) +x$ ( l J )  + ~ ( 1  -4 çq(wi-I ( x )  (Eq 6 - 5.1) 
i =  1 

where P, ( x )  are the shifted polynomials. $ (x, r )  can be variables such as,x,,, Y,, Y,, v,. For 
details of the irnplementation, refer to Appendix. 

In Figure 6 - 5.1, Figure 6 - 5.2, Figure 6 - 5.3, we have shown the profiles of these variables 
at the end of step 1 of each cycle. The simulation of cyclic operation takes 9 cycles tu reach the 

steady state, and the total computation t h e  is 1959 minutes. 

Figure 6 - 5.1 Gu phase composition prooles of oxygen in bed 2 at end of high-pressure step. 
Parameter values as for ratio G (row 2, Table 6 - 5.1) 



ya2 profile at end of 
0.2 r-..- . - - . -  each cycle .... nUm>r-.12..- -~-,um-t- - -  3. . . . . - 

Figure 6 - 5.2 Solid phase concentration profiles of oxygen in bed 2 at the end of high-pressure. 
Parameter values as for ratio G (mw 2, 'hble 6 - 5.1) 

F i  6 - 5.3 Fluid velocity as a function of distance in bed 2 at end of Ugh-pressure step. 
Parameter vaIues as for ratio G (mw 2, Tâble 6 - 5.1). 



6 - 5.4 Result of Steady-state PSA operation 
in the next table, we list the result at the end of step 1 of steady-state PSA operation. 

Table 6 - 5.1 Exit Composition of Oxygen, and Exit Ruid Velocity in Bed 2 at End of Step 1 
of Steady-State PSA operation Assurning Solid Phase Concentrations of O, and N, Frozen 

During BIowdown 

6 - 5.5 Computation Time. 
For the parameters listed in row 2 of Table 6-5.2, we run the sirndation with different mesh 

number and list the computation time. 



- -- 

6 - 6 Conclusion: 
As conclusion of this chapter, double coliocation method can be used to solve the complex 

mathematical mode1 of combination of P.D.Es and O.D.Es. Comparing our resul ts with 

Raghavan's, there is good agreement between them, therefore, we have successfully reproduced 

the numencal simulation of a PSA cyclic operation with double coilocation method. The purpose 

of the work in this chapter is to serve a base for our modelling of PSA process in next chapter, in 
which we wiU also need to observe the variation of temperature of PSA operation. 

Table 6 - 5.1 Collocation points with Repressurization 

nUmber 

m=6 

m=7 

m=8 

m=9 

m=10 

m=l 1 

m=12 

m=13 

m=14 

m=15 

computation time 
(minute: second) 

2:40 

3:3 1 

529 

9:27 

12:40 

17:OO 

19:35 

26:M 

41:24 

48:2 1 

number of cycles 
to reach steady state 

11 

9 

9 

10 

1 O 

10 

9 

9 

10 

10 



Chapter 7 Simulation of A Conventional PSA Process 

7 - 1 Theoretical Model 
In this chapter, we will simulate the adsorption column of a conventional PSA process. In 

order to build a more realistic rnodel, we will make fewer assumptions than in last chapter. 
Consequentiy, the mathematical model becomes more complicated, and more difficult to solve. 

We will continue to use the double coilocation method, introduced in Chapter 6, to do the 

numerical simulation. 

The foliowing assurnptions are made: 

Conventional PSA, in which the flow boundary conditions at the end of the bed and the 
imposed pressure variations are specified. 

Assume there are two adsorbable gases present, adsorbable to different extents. 
We M e r  assume that the bed may not be isothermal, so we must solve the energy 
equation to obtain the local temperature. Heat eEect is considered in this model. 
Ressure drop along x direction is negligible. 
The flow velocity is not constant, but varies along the bed and with time. 
The equiiibrium relationships are represented by the linear isotherm. 

Therefore, in this PSA model, there are three variations: concentration (bdk gas and solid 
phase), temperature and velocity of the fiow. 

This is the first stage of study of a conventional PSA cycle, since at present we're primarily 
interested in the adsorption step. The solution developed here can easily 5e extended to cyclic 
operation by changing the boundary conditions. Therefore, we have M e r  description: the bed 
runs through a cycle; there are four or five distinct phases, each with particular flow and pressure 
boundary conditions. 

7 - 2 Mathematical Model 

7 - 2.1 Dimensional Form 
Conservation of species: 



Temperature dependence of isotherm equation: 

Where Ta is the temperature at which the value of B,, and BU, was calculated (usually 300 K).  
Note that if T is greater than Ta then B, and B, wiU be less than B,, and B2, respectively. That is, 

adsorption gets poorer as the temperature rises. Since we are modehg  a bed that is at about 

30UK, the values of B, and B2 wilI be approxirnately equal to Blo and B,, respectively. 

Conservation of energy 

Where T, is the bed wall temperature, it may be equal to T,, but need not be, in this work we 

set T~ = T,. 

This equation rnay be simpMed if the specific heats of the two species of gases are 

sufnciently close; if we write C, for the mean specific heat at constant pressure, at c, for the mean 

specific heat at constant volume, we have: 

where c = cl + C, is the total concentration of the two species - that is, c is the density of the 

mixture. This equation can be further simplified by noting that the ideal gas equation &es us: 

ap where - is supplieci as a boundary condition. a l  
~erivation-based on the above equations: 

DSerentiate p = RcT on both sides, we have: 

adding (Eq 7 - 2.1.1) and (Eq 7 - 2.1.2) and considering (Eq 7 - 2.1.3), (Eq 7 - 2.1.4), and the 



above equation, 

Therefore, we wili have the above set of six equations (Eq 7 - 2.1.1). (Eq 7 - 2.1.2). (Eq 7 - 
2.1.3), (Eq 7 - 2.1.4) and (Eq 7 - 2.1.11)(Eq 7 - 2.1.14) for solving the variables c,, c- 7, 41, 92, v 

dong with two auxiliary equations (Eq 7 - 2.1.5) and (Eq 7 - 2.1.6) to find B ,  and B,. 

Initial condition 
For an initial condition, we can assume that the fraction of nitrogen in the gas in bed varies 

lineady from 80% at the feed end to 0% at the other end. 

The gases in the adsorbed phase are in local cquilibrium with the gases in the gas phase. 

The boundary conditions for the variables in dimensional foms are Iisted as: 

(Eq 7 - 2.1.16) 
(Eq 7 - 2.1.17) 
(Eq 7 - 2.1.18) 
(Eq 7 - 2.1.19) 
(Eq 7 - 2.120) 

(Eq 7 - 2.121) 

T(z*  t )  1 z = o , r  = Ta (Eq 7 - 2.136) 
~ ( 2 ,  [ ) l x = O , r  = Vg (Eq 7 - 2.137) 

7 - 2.2 Dimensioniess Form 
The above-mentioned six equations can be converted into their dimensionless form. 



7 - 2.2.1 Delhe dimensionless variables in Table 7-2.2.1: 

Table 7 - 2.2.1 Dimensionless Variables 
I 

dimensionless 
variables 

- - - -  

i t / h ,  where h is dimensional tirne interval, refer Figure 6 - 4.1 I 

definition 

F 

T 

7 - 2.23 Equations in dimensionless form: 
(Eq 7 - 2.1.5) and (Eq 7 - 2.1.6) can be rewritten as: 

plPo ,  where Po = RT,co 

T/T, 

4 1 p2 = - = e x p ( s ( - - 1 ) )  
B20 RT, T 

(Eq 7 - 2.1.3) and (Eq 7 - 2.1.4) can be rewritten as: 

au1 - = hD, (PiXi -Yi) ar 

5 = hD2 (&X2 - Y2) 
àc 

(Eq 7 - 2.1.1) and (Eq 7 - 2.1.2) can be written as: 

(Eq 7 - 2.1.1 1) can be written as: 



al 1 - E  aT 1 - + - - c , - p S z  + akeq- (T- 1) = O 
h Co Co 

(Eq 7 - 2.1.14) cm be written as: 

So far, we have a l l  the dirnensionless equations fiorn (Eq 7 - 2.2.1)-(Eq 7 - 2.2.8) for the 
dirnensionless variables x,, X ,  Y,, Y,, T. P. 

7 - 2.23 Tables of dimensionless parameters 

Here, we List the dirnensioniess parameters. 

Table 7 - 2.23 dimensioniess parameters 

parme ters I equations I 

- - . 

The complete parameters us& in this work are listed in section 7 - 7 at the end of this chapter. 
Refer (Singh & Jones, 1996) for more information. 

Initial condition: 
written in dirnensionless form: 

X, (&O) = X1,(l.O-x) 

X2(x, O) = 1-O-X, (x, O) 

Yi (5 0) = x, ( 4  0) 

y, ( X  0) = x2 (x, 0) 

%/CO 

(Eq 7 - 23.9) 
(Eq 7 - 2.2.10) 

(Eq 7 - 2.2.U) 

(Eq 7 - 2.2.12) 

c. 

- &  - E  
c&p,/co, where a, = 



T(x.0)  = 1.0 

&&O) = 1.0 

Boundary condition: 
Rewrinen in dimensionless form: 

7 - 3 Implementation of double collocation 
Four steps nonlinear caiculation: 

7 - 3.1 Step 1 
Initial guess, based on the result of last step. 

X ,  ( k , l ) , k = 2 ,  ..., M +  l ; i = 2 ,  ..., N + 2 ;  { M ( N +  1))  

X 2 ( k , i ) , k = 2 ,  ..., M +  l ; i = 2  ,..., N + 2 ;  { M ( N + l )  1 
Y , ( k , i ) , k =  1, ..., M + 2 ; i =  2 ,..., N i - 2 ;  { ( M + 2 )  ( N +  l ) }  

Y , ( k , i ) , k =  1 ,..., M + 2 ; i = 2 ,  ..., N + 2 ; { ( M + 2 )  ( N + l ) )  

F ( k , i ) , k =  1 ,..., M + 2 ; i = 2  ,..., N + 2 ;  { ( M + 2 )  ( N +  i ) }  

G ( k , i ) , k =  1, ..., M + 2 ; i = 2 ,  ..., N + 2 ;  { ( M + 2 )  ( N +  1 )  } 

7 - 3.2 Step 2 

(Eq 7 - 22.19) 

(Eq 7 - 2.220) 

(Eq 7 - 2.221) 

Solve the boundary condition for x,, X, and T, ? according to the above nondimensional 
boundary condition equations which are m e n  in matrix form. 



Compute the denvatives for the foiiowing variables: 

where o stands for the foilowing variables: 

7 - 3.4 Step 4 
Setting up the residuals R : ~  and updating the initiai guess to force the [6*M+6)*(N+l) 

unknown residuais to become zero. To sirnplify the calcuiation, we compute p, and p, with the 
local temperature at last step. 

Hl 1 B i  (H = e v ( - ( - -  1))  
RTa T(k, 1) 

(Eq 7 - 3.4.1) 



a ax, ~2~ = - 1 ak, - ax, ilv + ~ i -  +xi (*. i) -1 h x l k i - ~ s l k i  d x l  k i  k.i 

And (Eq 7 - 2.2.7) and (Eq 7 - 2.2.8) are irnplemented as the foilowing: 

-- a? - a ~ ,  a ~ ,  
+ W1(i i )  + x 2 ( k , i 7 ) g + v ( L i )  (XI k i + z l k . )  

in this step we will use standard subroutine to solve the resuiting systems of nonlinear 

equations, in our program, we will also supply full Jacobian analysis in order to redace 
computation expenses. The simulation wiil repeat the four steps untii time reach to the tirne 
length of adsorption period. 

7 - 4 The Simulation Result: 
With the boundary and initial conditions and the parameters abovementioned, we set: 

1. space rnesh=13 (including 2 boundary points) 
z tirne layers=3 (including 2 boundary layers) 
3. adsorption duration trnax = 120 seconds, 
4. velocity = 0.02 rn/second. 



x x 

Figure 7 - 4.1 3D plot of variation of variables, (a) concentration of nitmgen, (b) concentration of 
oxygen, (c) concentration of nitrogea in the soüd phase (d) concentration of oxggen in the solid phase 

(e) temperature ( f )  velocity of fiow 



PCN-T 
..............a.-........ ...... ... ............................ ........................... 

.............. .............................. . . . . PCN-V 
. . . . ......-..................-........................ 



From the above figures, we can get more insight about the evolution of the absorption step of 

a conventional PSA cycle. 

1. Figure 7 - 4.1 (a) and Figm 7 - 4.2 (a) clearly shows that the curve representing the 
variation of concentration of adsorbable (nitrogen) species is self-sharpening as adsorption 
goes on. This confirms the theoreticai prediction in chapter 1, that when the adsorption is 
favorable and significant, the concentration cuve  is self-sharpening. It also shows that 
coilocation method can handle this problem. 

2 Figure 7 - 4.1 (b) and Figure 7 - 4.2 (b) shows that as the adsorption proceeds, the 
concentration breakthrough m e  of product (oxygen) in the bed is getting steeper. 

3. Figure 7 - 4.1 (c) and Figure 7 - 4.2 (c) shows development of the concentration of 
nitrogen in the solid phase. 

4. Figure 7 - 4.1 (d) and Figure 7 - 4.2 (d) shows development of the concentration of oxygen 
in the solid phase. 

5. Figure 7 - 4.1 (e) and Figure 7 - 4.2 (e) shows that as flow moves from inlet to the outlet of 
adsorption colurnn, the adsorption also moves dong the bed, the temperature rises at the 
places where the adsorption takes pIace intensively. 

a Figure 7 - 4.1 (f) and Figure 7 - 4.2 (f) shows that the velocity of fluid flow is reaiiy not 
constant, it slows down where the adsorption take place; it recovers to the inlet vclocity 
where the bed gets saturated. 

Ali the above figures have shown that adsorption in this conventional PSA simulation is 
favorable and significant, the temperature and velocity of fluid vary as the adsorption takes place, 

a self-sharpening breakthrough cuve develops as the fluid flows through the adsorption coIurnn. 



7 - 5 The Computation Time 
Table 7 - 5.1 ColIocation points with Repressurization 

number of mesh computation tirne 
(minute : second) 

7 - 6 Conclusion for Chapter 7 
With double collocation method, we can solve the conventional PSA simulation model, and it 

has shown that the method can handle the self-sharpening simulation, and the results ver@ o u .  

prediction in Chapter 1. 



7 - 7 List of Parameters 

Table 7 - 7.1: Parameters Used in Simulation 

Data 

operation 
data 

bed 
properties 

1 

Gas 
properties 

Nitrogen: 

Oxygen: 

cycle 1 1 1 number of cycle of psa o p d o n  

tmax 120 second, fiowing period 

length ( 30.0 1 cm, bed length 

diameter 1 1.66 1 cm. bed diameter 

CS Io00 J/kg.K specific heat of zeoiite 

e 0.3 Porosity of bed 

ps 640 kg/m3 

keq 1 100.0 ( W /  (m 3~ , equivalent radial conductance 
--  - -- 

R 8.3 14 J/gm-mol/K universal gas constant 

P m  101325.0 latm=101325 IWm2 

Po 2.0 atm. 

Ta 300 K, Temperature at initiai condition 

Vo 0.02 m/s, velocity of gas flow at inlet 
- - - - . . - - 

x10 1 0.8 1 dimensioniess gas component (percemage) 

CVI 1 20.8 1 J/gm-moi./K, specific heat of buik gas (constant volume) 

c~~ 18.0 J/gm-mol/K, specific heat of buik gas (constant pressure) 

DI 6.2 Linear driving force coefficient or gas diffusivity @er second) 

H I  1 21000 1 Jlgm-mol. Enthalpy of adsorption 

BIO 1 15.0 ( Langmuir constant at standard temperature rn 3/gm-rnol 

rhol 1 28.0 1 molecular weight 
- - 

Du 0.000 1 coefficient of axial diffusion 

x20 0.2 dimensionIess gas cornponent (percentage) 

Cv2 1 21.1 / J/gm-rnoi/K specific heat of buk gas (constant volume) 

c ~ 2  1 29.5 1 J/gm-mol/K specfic heat of buik gas (constant pressure) 
-- 

D2 35.0 Linear driving force coefficient or gas diffusivity @er second) 

H2 19000 J/gm-mol. En thalpy of adsorption 

B20 1 2.0 1 Langmuir constant at standard temperature, rn 3/gm-mol 

rho2 1 32.0 1 Molecular weight 
- 

Da 0.000 1 coefficient of axial diffusion 





Chapter 8 General Conclusion and Future Work 

8 - 1 The Present Study Has the Following Findings: 
1. The object of this thesis is to build reaiistic models for the design of PSA cycles and PSA 

units. For the realistic modelling of a conventional PSA cycle, the adsorption column can not be 

assumed to be isothermal and to have constant gas velocity. When the benchtop apparatus is 

scaied up to industrial size, the thermal condition of the adsorption column changes fiom near- 

isothermal to near-adiabatic; therefore, thermal effect has to be considered in our model, as  well 

as the variation of fluid flow due to bulk adsorption. In Chapter 1, we have shown that, in this 
circumstance, the breakthrough curve of the concentration profile is seif-sharpening as it 

propagates dong the adsorption column. Therefore, it is very important that we can represent this 

self-sharpening breakthrough curve accurately, otherwise, we will get low prediction of either 

total productivity or purity fiom the computer modelling. This ako means the numencd methods 

of computer modelling must be fiee fiom false diffusion (numerical diffusion), which is a non- 

physical effect. As another object of our research, we have discussed how to reduce or eliminate 

this effect of false diffusion. 

2. As noted in Chapter 2, the h-uncation error of applying the hi te  difference rnethod to solve 

partial differential equation, which s is the reason for numerical diffusion. Earlier researchers 

tried to relate the truncation enor to block and step size. and through adjusting the block and step 

size to minimize the truncation error. There has been some success in minimizing false diffusion 

this way; however this solution to false diffusion is limited to the specific problem, and 

sometimes results in prohibitively smaii block and step size. Later researchers started to 

investigate new methods which have higher order accuracy, in order to minimize the truncation 

error. The typical new methods would still be upwindhg, the order of accuracy can be third, 

fourth, fifth, or even seventh, ninth order. In the scope of this thesis, 1 study two methods: the 

numerical method of lines, and the orthogonal collocation rnethod, in either of which higher 

order formulas can be embedded. These two methods have been applied to solve the convection 

equation, the convective-diffusion equation, and a practical PSA model. It has been shown that 

numerical method of lines with fourth-order formula and orthogonal coliocation can both give 

solutions to the numerical diffusion; also orthogonal coliocation method is superior to the 

numerical method of lines in computation tirne. 

3. For the mathematical model of the conventional PSA, which is the combination of P.D.Es 

and O.D.Es, solution is not possible by P.D.E-O.D.E. procedure. Therefore, we extend the 

orthogonal coliocation method to the double collocation method to solve the mathematical 

model. In Chapter 6, we employ this method to solve a simplified version of PSA model, in 



which the thermal condition is assumed isothermal, however, we take consideration of variation 

of velocity of fluid flow due to bulk adsorption. Based on the work of Chapter 6, we solve our 

realistic model of conventional PSA model, in which we take consideration of thermal effect as 
weli as the variation of velocity of fluid f l o ~  due to bulk adsorption. The results agree with the 

theoretical analysis made in chapter 1. It has k e n  shown that the breakthrough curve of the 

concentration profile is self-sharpening as it propagates dong the adsorption column. The 

computer mode1 also present the temperature variation inside adsorption column, as well as 

variation of velocity of fluid ffow. The temperature rises at the places where the adsorption take 

place, while velocity of fluid flow sIow down at the places where the adsorption take place. 

Therefore, the computer model has provided us with insight into the adsorption column. The 

extension of the double coiIocation method to a semi-adiabatic bed is and original contribution of 

this thesis. 

8 - 2 Recommendation for Future Work 
Several future tasks are recornmended: 

1. Extending the current two-component adsorption column into three-component adsorption 

colurnn. 

The present model can be adapted to any other two gases by changing the input parameters. 

However, some separation problems includes three or more gases, in the future, it is also desired 

to include third component such as carbon dioxide. 

2. Realization of cyclic operation. 

Current work of simulation of the conventional PSA cycle is ody  the simulation of 

adsorption step. The solution we've developed c m  easiiy be extended to cyclic operation by 

changing the boundary conditions. Therefore, we have further description: the bed runs through a 

cycle; there are four or five distinct phases, each with particular flow and pressure boundary 

conditions. 

There are two ways of sirnulating bed behavior; we c m  try to sirnulate the operation of the 

bed from initial conditions, through a "warm-up" phase, to cyciicaily steady state; or we can 

make it a boundary condition that the state of the bed at the end of cycle must be identical to its 

state at the beginning. (This could be guaranteed by choosing the solution to be a sum of 
sinusoids with period a multiple of the cycle length.) 

3. Simulation of more advanced cyclic operation such as TCPSA. 

Upon the completion of these simulations, we will obtain reaiïstic models to help on the 

design of PSA unit as weU as PSA cyclic. 



Ap pendix: The Orthogonal Collocation Method and 
Orthogonal Polynomials 

The Chthogonal collocation method has been widely employed in problems of chernical 
engineering. The fundamental step of this method is the solution of the collocation mamces 
which are derived directly fkom associateci orthogonal polynomids. Approaches based on two 
categories of orthogonal polynomials (Jacobi and shifted Legendre polynornials) are presented in 

detail in this section by symbolic computation. A general approach based on the Gram-Schmidt 

orthogonalization procedure can be ernployed to obtain variously defined orthogonal 
polynomials. 

A - 1 A Brief Introduction to The Orthogonal Collocation Method 
In the orthogonal collocation method, an original PDE c m  be reduced to a system of O D E s  

by writing it in collocation form, and then the resulting system of ODEs can be solved by a 
standard subroutine. 

A - 1.1 nial Function & Orthogonal Polynomials 
Consider an unknown function r n ( ~ . r ) ,  which satisfies partiai differential equations and 

boundary conditions. An approxhating function cailed trial function can be chosen, such that 

the boundary conditions are satisfied. Depending on nature of the problem, non-symmetric or 

symrnetric trial function should be used. 

An example of a syrnmeaic trial function is: 

(Eq A - 1.1.1) 

where ai ( r )  are functions of time (or constants) and P, are the orthogonal polynomials 
defined by: 

2 where w ( x 2 )  = 1-x , j  = 1.2, ... 

Here the volume element dV has been replaced by the proportional quantity f-h; thus for 
slabs a=l, for cylinders a=2 and for spheres a=3. The polynomials defined by (Eq A - 1.1.2) are 
Jacobi polynomials. 

An example of a nonsymmetric trial function is: 



where 
de fined by 

ai(%) are functions of tirne or constants and P, are the non symmetnc polynomials 
the condition: 

where w(x) is weight function, such as w ( x )  = 1. The polynomials defined by (Eq A - 1.1.4) 

are shifted Legendre polynornials. 

The coilocation points x,. ... x,, are given by the zeroes of pn (x') or p, ( x )  

A - 1.2 Interior formulas based on ordinates 
The trial function can be translated to an equivalent set of equations in tems of the unknown 

ordinates O ( x ,  . @ (x,). .. .. Q (x,) 
For exarnple, rewrite (Eq A - 1.1.1) 

N+ 1 

@ ( x )  = dj?-' 
j = I  

Evaluate at collocation points, 
N+ 1 

@ ( x i )  = drXy-2 (Eq A - 1.2.2) 
j =  1 

Take the 6rst derivative and the Laplacian of this expression and evaluate them at the 

coilocation points: 

These can be written in matrix notation 

d@ - = C d ,  Cij = 
dx 

v2@ = D d ,  Dij = p2 (x2j-i-2) 1 zi 

(Eq A - 1.23 

(Eq A - 1.2.6) 

(Eq A - 1.2.7) 

4 - = Cd = CQ-'@ = A $  
tix (Eq A - 1.28) 

v2@ = ~d = D Q - I ~  = B$ (Eq A - 1.23) 

Xntegrals of the solution can be calculateci with high accuracy via the summation formula 



which nquires the value of solution only at the collocation points x,, .. .xN, xJ, ,, 
The coiiocation points x,. ..A, that appear here are the roots of P,,(?) = O and x N + ,  is unity. 

Mauices A, B are c d e d  coilocation matrices. 

Where, 

(Eq A - 13.22) 

(Eq A - 13.13) 

Sùnilarly, the correspondhg set of coilocation matrices can be written for the nonsymmeaic 
trial hinction (Eq A - 1.1.3) based on the shifted Legendre polynornials. 

Rewrite (Eq A - 1.1.3), 

Evaluate at coiiocation points, 
M+2 

@(xi) = x d d - l  (Eq A - 13.16) 
j = l  

Take the kst  derivative and the Laplacian of this expression and evaluate hem at the 
coiiocation points: 



Since d = Q-'$ 

Matrices AX, BX are cailed coilocation matrices. 

The coilocation points x,. ... x,+, that appear here are the roots of P, (XI = O X ,  = O and xM+, is 
unity. 

Where, 



A - 2 Orthogonal polynomials 
Orthogonal polynomials such as the above mentioned Jacobi polynomials and shifted 

Legendre polynomials and correspondhg collocation points can be found in the literature, such 
as Finlayson(l972), and Villadsen & Stewart (1967) for order from 3 to 7, already resulting in 
very compiicated calculation. However, in many situation, we need higher order polynornials. In 

this section, we provide method to obtain higher order of orthogonal polynomiais by symbolic 
computing. The symbolic computation can be irnplemented in Maple V. 

A - 2.1 Jacobi Polynomials 
The polynornials defined by (Eq A - l.l.2)are Jacobi polynomials (Courant & Hilbert 1953, 

Morse & Feschbach 1953). Rewrite it: 

The Jacobi polynornials are given explicitly by: 

The constant ci is conespondingly given by: 

Here, F is the hypergeometric function, defined by 

(Eq A - 2.1.1) 

(Eq A - 2.13) 

The above equation can be used for symbolic computing of Jacobi polynornials in Maple V . 
ï hinction is defined as GAMMA in Maple V. The prograrn has been iisted in A - 5.1, where a 
c m  be 1,2 and 3, the order of resulting Jacobi polynomials and their roots c m  be as high as 20. 
However, here for the reason of space, we cm only list jacobi polynornial and their roots for 
order up to 10 in the Table A - 4.1 and Table A - 4.2 for a=3. 



A - 2.2 Shifted Legendre Polynomials 
Another important set of orthogonal polynornials used to construct nonsymmetnc mal 

fundon are shifted Legendre polynomials, defined as: 

(Eq A - 2.2.1) 

where w(xJ is weight function, such as w ( x )  = 1. Indeed, these orthogonal polynornials can be 

computed in a simple manner by Gram-Schmidt Orthogonalization procedure with an 
understandhg of the concept of inner product (Domy 1975). 

Define inner product: 
1 

(f. 9 )  = l w  W f  (4 g (4 dx 
O 

therefore, we can see that the inner product of 

(Eq A - 2.22) 

which is the definition of orthogonal polynomials. B y Gram-Schmidt orthogonalVation 
procedure, a naturai basis polynomids F, (x) = 1. FI ( x )  = X. F, ( x )  = 2 ... can be orthogonalize h o :  

Po (x) = Fo (x) = 1 

Accordingly, we can obtain orthogonal poiynomials: p ,  (x) . p, (XI. P, ( x )  . . .. , We listed the 

shifted Legendre polynomials and their roots in Table A - 4.3 and Table A - 4.4 

We can dso take advantages of symbolic computation in Maple V to perîorm the 

orthogonalization procedure described in (Eq A - 2.1.4). The program is listed in section A - 5.2. 

The order of resulthg polynomials can be as high as 20. 

The advantage of above procedure is that different polynomials can be easily obtained by just 
changing definition of imer product correspondhg to definition of each individual polynomial. 

For example, if we define: 

(Eq A - 2-23 
and then utilize the orthogonaiitation procedure described above, the resdting orthogonal 



poiynomials are Legendre polynomials. 

Upon obtaining the orthogonal polynornials, the procedure for obtaining collocation matrices 

is very simple. 

1. Read N, and x(j) roots. 

2 Calculate Q, C, D matrices using for (Eq A - 1 -2.5)-(Eq A - 1.2.7) Jacobi polynomials or 
(Eq A - 1.2.19) -(Eq A - 1.2.2 1) for shift Legendre polynornids. 

3. Invert Q. 
4. Calculate A, B. A', BX using (Eq A - 1.2.11) - (Eq A - 1.2.14) or (Eq A - 1.2.25) -(Eq A - 

1.2.28) respectively. 
After we have obtained the collocation matrices, the P.D.E's c m  written in coilocation form 

which wilI result in a system of 0.D.Es or a system of algebraic equations which can be solved 
with standard subroutines. 

A - 3 Solution in the form of polynomials 
Sometimes, it is desired to express the computation results in the form of polynomials. 

A - 3.1 Solution in the form of Jacobi polynomials 
Rewrite (Eq A - 1.1.1) 

w here 

The integration can be exactly done by 

A - 3.2 Solution in the form of shifted Legendre PoIynomials 
Rewrite (Eq A - 1.1.3), 

B y definition of shifted Legendre orthogonal polynomials, 

0 , i t j  IPi ( x )  pi ( x )  d t  = Ci6,, where 6, = { 
l , i = j  

O 

therefore, 



(Eq A - 333)  

This calcufation can be done by syrnbolic cornputation in Maple V with the definition of 
inner product. See section A - 5.2. 

Since, 

k =  1, ... M,i= 1, ... M t 2  

therefore, 

A - 4 Table of Polynomials and Their Roots 

(Eq A - 3 3 3  

Table A - 4.1 Jacobi poiynomials a=3 

Order 1 Polynomials 



Table A - 4.2 The mots of Jacobi polynomials a=3 

Table A - 4.3 Shifted legendre polynomials 

Order 

n=1 

Pol ynornials 
1 

pi = x-. 



Table A - 4.4 The mots of shifted lengendre polynomials 

A - 5 Program List 
A - 5.1 The program for symbolic computation of the Jacobi polynomials in 
Mapte V: 

> #solve the jacobi polynomials with the formulas in viliadsen paper and their mots, here j is 
the order of the polynomials, a=l for slabs, a=2 for cylinders and a=3 for spheres. 

> a:=3; 
> p[i]:=proc(i,a,x) 
>sum((- 1 )%*(i! *GAMMA(@) *GAMMA(a/2+ 1 +i+s))/((i-s) ! *s! *GAMMA(a/ 

2+ 1 +i)*GAMMA(a/2+s)) *xAs,s=û ..i); 
> end; 
> for j from 1 to 20 do 
> p~l:=p[il(j?&~"2); 
> fsolve(pÜ]=O,x); 
> solutions:="; 
> for k nom 1 to 2*j do 
> evalf(solutions[k],20); 
> od; 
> od; 



A - 5.2 The program for symbolic computation of the shifted Legendre pob- 
nomials in Maple V: 

> #This maple program calculate the legendre polynornials and their roots by Gram-Schmidt 
orthogonalization procedure 

> #define inner product 
> inner-product:=proc(f,g) 
> int(Pg,x=O.. 1); 
> end; 
> #define a natural basis fli](x) 
> for j from O to 20 do 
> f[i]:=x^j; 
> od; 
> #Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization procedure 
> p~01:=f~01: 
> for k from 1 to 20 do 
> ss:=O; 
>for j  komO to k-1 do 
>ss:=ss+imer~product(fCk],p~)~mer~product(p~],p~])*p~]; 
> od; 
> p[k]:=f[k]-ss; 
> c[k]=inner-product(p[k],p[k]); 
> od; 
> #calculate their roots 
> for k h m  1 to 20 do 
> k; 
> fsoIve(p(k],x); 
> od; 

A - 6 Reference: 
R. Courant and D. Hilbert, Methuak of Mathematical Physics, Vol. 1, pp. 90-91, 

interscience 1953 

P. M. Morse and H. Feschbach, Methodr ofTheoretical Physics, pp. 542,780-8 1, 1754- 
55, McGraw-Hiil1953. 

B.A. Finlayson, The Method of Weighted Residuals and Variational Principles, Academic 
Press(1972). 

J.V. Viadsen, and W.E. Stewart, "Solution of Boundary Value ProbIerns by OrthogonaI 
collocation", Chem. Eng. Sc. 22, 1483 (1967). 

C+ Nelson Dorny, 1975, "A Vector Space Approach to Models and Optimizations." US: 
John Wdey &Sons ïnc. 

M.B. Monagan [et al.]; Maple Vprogramming guide, Waterloo, ON, 1996 
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